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ABSTRACT 

Aspheric surface testing would be greatly expedited by eliminating the need for a 

null condition. To test in a non-null configuration, an interferometer must be capable of 

measuring steep wavefronts. These wavefronts contain aberrations introduced by the 

interferometer optics, so non-null measurements must be calibrated. 

Sub-Nyquist interferometry (SND enables measurement of large wavefronts. A 

simple Twyman-Green interferometer was constructed to conduct SNI and to explore 

the calibration problem. The characteristics of the interferometer were investigated, and 

wavefronts with several hundred waves of departure from a reference sphere were 

recorded and successfully reconstructed. A defocused sphere was used to demonstrate 

the need for calibration and to serve as a test subject for the calibration study. 

Reverse optimization was used to calibrate wavefront measurements. Experimental 

wavefront data were entered into the merit function of a lens design program, and 

optimization was employed to retrieve the prescription of the interferometer and the part 

shape. To simulate interference in the design program, the reference wavefront was 

stored in a Zernike phase surface on the image plane. The multiple configuration mode 

of the program was utilized to optimize several test configurations simultaneously, 

providing additional information to overcome a global optimization problem and to 

remove uncertainty in the part alignment. Errors introduced by pupil distortion were 

avoided by moving the stop to the plane of the sensor in the design program. 
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Measurements from a defocused sphere were successfully calibrated using reverse 

optimization. A surface departure of IOOA. was calibrated to better than IJ4 PV. 

Because the interferometer could not be characterized sufficiently for calibration of 

measurements from aspheres, simulations were conducted. A lens design program was 

used to develop an accurate model of an interferometer, including simulated fabrication, 

alignment, and characterization errors. Reverse optimization was applied using 

wavefronts generated by the model. Testing was simulated for several conic asphere 

surfaces. Reverse optimization yielded calibration to ,J4 PV for conic aspheres with 

surface departures as large as 300A.. The results suggest that it is feasible to calibrate 

non-null measurements of aspheric surfaces using reverse optimization. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Many optical designs benefit from the use of aspheric surfaces. Aspheres provide 

additional degrees of freedom for aberration control, often yielding higher performance 

while reducing system weight and complexity (see, e.g., Betensky 1990). Reflecting 

systems benefit greatly from application of aspheres, since obscuration problems limit 

the number of reflecting elements that may be used to correct aberrations. Molded 

plastic lenses for low-cost cameras are another area where aspheres are frequently 

utilized. At the other end of the cost spectrum, current microlithography objectives have 

such stringent performance requirements that use of an aspheric surface is desirable 

(Bruning 1994). Aspheres are not considered for most other lens designs because they 

are prohibitively expensive. Traditional labor-intensive fabrication methods have 

accounted for much of this cost, but this is changing rapidly. 

Advances in fabrication technology are reducing the cost of manufacturing aspheres. 

The quality of molded plastic optics has improved, and molding techniques have been 

extended to some glasses (Ruben 1985; Aquilina et al. 1986; Inoue et al. 1991). 

Polymers may be molded onto the surface of spherical glass optics to give them an 

aspheric profile (Braat et al. 1985; Visser et al. 1985; Dohi 1992). For infrared 

applications, single point diamond turning is frequently used to generate aspheres. New 

developments have been made in computer-controlled polishing of spheres and aspheres 

at the Center for Optics Manufacturing (Prokhorov et al. 1992); their goal is a polishing 
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machine to complement the OptiCAM grinding machine. For all of these manufacturing 

advances, little has changed in the area of optical testing, and it has become easy to 

generate surfaces that cannot easily be tested. 

Testing aspheric surfaces is a serious challenge. Optical testing is quickly becoming 

a bottleneck in the application of aspheres to optical designs. The simplest approach to 

testing is profilometry (Palum 1986), but interferometry is preferable because it provides 

a measurement of the entire part. To test a steep aspheric surface with an 

interferometer, a null compensator is typically used (Offner 1963). Each null lens will 

only allow testing of a single aspheric surface; changes in the part curvature or 

asphericity require a completely different null lens. Use of a null lens is accepted, 

grudgingly, for measurement of large telescope mirrors. Null lenses are also economical 

for mass-produced optics, where the cost is amortized over many units. However, for 

most other applications, null optics are prohibitively expensive. The time required to 

design and fabricate null optics also weighs against their use. Clearly, a simpler and 

more economical approach to metrology is needed. 

The objective of this dissertation is to establish the feasibility of testing aspheres in a 

non-null configuration, where the part is measured directly without additional optics. 

Eliminating the null lens requirement would drastically reduce the cost, complexity, and 

lead time of aspheric surface testing, and it would open up many new applications for 

aspheres. Removing the null condition creates difficulties in measuring the resulting 
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wavefront; it also introduces aberrations into the measurement. Calibration is necessary 

to separate these aberrations from the desired surface figure information. 

Chapter 1 reviews conventional interferometric testing of aspheres and presents 

techniques for extending the measurement range of an interferometer. The limitation on 

wavefront slope is a natural consequence of phase-shifting interferometry, the standard 

method for accurate analysis of interference patterns. Several approaches to removing 

this limitation are presented. The emphasis is on sub-Nyquist interferometry (SNI), 

which uses a priori information about a surface to reconstruct an aliased fringe pattern 

(Greivenkamp 1987b). Surfaces with several hundreds of waves of departure from a 

reference sphere can be measured using SNI. Also introduced is the need for calibration 

of the measurement, the primary focus of this dissertation. 

Experimental implementation of SNI is described in Chapter 2. An interferometer 

was constructed for SNI; its design and characteristics are reviewed. Experimental 

problems and limitations of SNI are discussed. A defocused sphere is used to generate a 

non-null configuration with large departures from a reference sphere. The resulting 

wavefronts contain aberrations introduced by the interferometer, demonstrating the need 

for system calibration. 

The calibration approach is discussed in Chapter 3. The interferometer is modeled 

using a lens design program. Reverse optimization is used to match the wavefront in the 

lens design model to an experimentally measured wavefront. Issues encountered 
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include pupil aberration and global optimization. Results are presented for calibration 

of the wavefront from a defocused sphere. 

Unfortunately, limitations in characterization of the existing interferometer optics 

precluded their use for aspheric surface testing. Chapter 4 describes simulations that 

were conducted to establish the feasibility of testing aspheres. A realistic model of an 

interferometer, including simulated manufacturing and alignment errors, was developed 

to generate wavefront data. Reverse optimization of the nominal system is used to 

extract the shape of the test surface. The results are compared to conventional ray 

tracing techniques for interferometer calibration. 

The conclusion contains many suggestions for future work. The simulations in 

Chapter 4 may be applied to other types of parts, and the sensitivity of the 

manufacturing and alignment tolerances needs to be studied before constructing a 

prototype instrument. Other possible avenues for research may further extend the 

measurement range of non-null interferometry. The techniques described in this 

dissertation may also be applied to other problems in optical fabrication and testing. 
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CHAPTERl 

ASPHERIC INTERFEROMETRY BACKGROUND 

Phase-shifting interferometry provides a convenient method for computer analysis of 

interference patterns (Bruning et al. 1974). The precision of PSI makes it ideal for 

measuring surface figure errors. Unfortunately, the measurement range of conventional 

interferometers is limited to flats, spheres, and weak aspheres. Steep aspheres with 

large departures from a reference sphere will exceed the resolution of the instrument. 

This chapter reviews PSI and shows the source of its resolution limit. Methods for 

reducing the wavefront slope, including subaperture testing, null optics, and computer

generated holography, are reviewed. Techniques for extending the measurement range 

of the interferometer are described, with emphasis on sub-Nyquist interferometry. The 

downside to these non-null approaches is the introduction of aberrations into the 

measurement. Calibration is essential to isolate these errors from surface figure 

information. The sources of these aberrations are considered, and the presence of these 

errors in commercial interferometers is demonstrated. 

Phase-Shifting Interferometry 

In phase-shifting interferometry, a time-varying phase shift is introduced between 

the test and reference beams, yielding a time-varying fringe pattern. The phase shift is 

usually generated using a piezo-electric transducer (PZT) to move the reference surface 
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a short distance. A two-dimensional detector array is used to record a succession of 

interference patterns. The relative phase between interferograms is encoded in the 

signal recorded at each pixel. 

In general, each pattern has an intensity 

I(x, y) = Io(x, y)(l + y(x, y) cos[<I>(x, y) + 0]), (1.1 ) 

where Io(x,y) is the DC intensity, y(x,y) is the modulation, <I>(x,y) is the wavefront phase, 

and 0 is the phase shift between frames. Some implementations of PSI use a stepped 

phase shift: 0 takes on discrete values such as 0, n12, n, etc. To eliminate ringing in the 

PZT, a ramped phase shift is often used. For a linearly-varied shift of 8 during a 

measurement of frame i, the integrated intensity 

(1.2) 

where OJ is the phase shift at the center of the integration period (Greivenkamp 1984). 

Combining Equations (1.1) and (1.2) and evaluating the integral gives 

( [
sin(8/2)] [ ]) Ij(x,y)=Io(x,y) l+y(x,y) 8/2 cos <I>(x,y)+Oj . (1.3) 

The result of the linear time variation is a slight reduction in modulation. For a phase 

shift 8=nl2 between frames, the modulation is reduced by 10%. In the limit as 8 

approaches zero, the phase-stepping approach is obtained. 

To obtain the phase, three or more frames of data are needed. Algorithms using 

more than five frames have been developed for commercial interferometers, but these 

remain proprietary. The most popular algorithm in the literature uses five frames 
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(Hariharan et al. 1987). Ignoring the effects of a ramped phase step, and using steps of 

-2ex., -ex., 0, ex., and 2ex. in Equation (1.1), a five-frame algorithm has intensities 

II (x,y) = 10(1 + rex, y) cos[<j>(x, y) - 2 ex. ]), (1.4) 

12 (x,y) = 10 (1 + r(x,y) cos[<j>(x, y) - ex. ]), (1.5) 

13 (x, y) = 10(1 + rex, y) cos[<j>(x, y) ]), (1.6) 

14 (x,y) = 10(1 + rex, y) cos[<j>(x, y) + ex. ]), (1.7) 

and 

Is(x, y) = 10(1 + rex, y) cos[<j>(x, y) + 2 ex. ]). (1.8) 

Combining these equations, and applying trigonometric identities, gives 

tan[<j>(x,y)] _ 12(x,y)-I4(x,y) (1.9) 
2sin(ex.) 2I 3(x,y) - II (x,y) - Is(x,y) 

Exploring the change in this expression with ex., by taking 

~(tan[<j>(x,y)]) = cos(ex.) tan[<j>(x,y)] 
dex. 2sin(ex.) 2sin2(ex.) , 

(1.10) 

shows that the minimum change occurs for ex. = rr12. In other words, the calculated 

phase will be insensitive to small changes in the phase shift. It turns out that this 

algorithm is also insensitive to certain detector nonlinearity errors (Creath 1988; 

Kinnstaetter et al. 1988). Inserting ex. = 1t/2 to Equation (1.9) yields the phase 

-I( 2(12(x,y)-14(x,y») ) 
<j>(x, y) = tan . 

213(x,y) - II (x,y) - Is(x,y) 
(1.11) 

Evaluating the phase at each pixel produces a map of the wavefront. The signs of the 

numerator and denominator determine the sign of the phase. 
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Equations (1.4)-(1.8) can also be combined to solve for the modulation 

( 1.12) 

(Greivenkamp and Bruning 1992). Evaluating the modulation at each pixel gives a map 

of the modulation across the interferogram. This is useful for locating bad pixels and 

identifying the edge of the interferogram. In Chapter 2, it will be used to calibrate the 

spatial frequency response of a sensor. 

The phase is easily scaled to give the optical path difference 

OPO(x,y) = t.. x q,(x,y) 121t (1.13) 

where A. is the wavelength. In a null test, for a common path interferometer or a well-

corrected Twyman-Green interferometer, the measured wavefront will only contain 

imperfections in the test surface figure, to the accuracy of the errors present in the 

reference surface. In the case of a Twyman-Green or laser-Fizeau interferometer, 

mUltiplying the OPO by V2 gives a map of the test surface errors. 

As a result of the arctangent, Equation (1.11) returns the phase modulo 21t, giving 

values between 0 and 21t. Other solutions to Equation (1.11) are found by adding 

mUltiples of 21t to the phase. Where the actual wavefront phase exceeds 21t, 

discontinuities in the phase will result. To eliminate these discontinuities, the wavefront 

phase must be unwrapped. 
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The PSI approach to reconstruction assumes that the actual phase changes by less 

than 1t between pixels. To meet this condition, a multiple of 21t is added to the phase at 

pixels where a change greater than 1t is observed. The reconstruction is started at a 

single pixel, typically at the center of the interferogram, and is expanded outward to 

reconstruct the entire wavefront. Figure 1.1 shows a simple one-dimensional 

reconstruction. Advanced techniques check the phase continuity at each pixel in several 

directions, eliminating reconstruction errors due to bad pixels. 

PSI's inherent limitation on measurement range results from this reconstruction 

method. The assumption of less than 1t change per pixel limits the wavefront slope to 

one half wave per pixel. The wavefront slope determines the spacing of the fringes; one 

half wave per pixel is equivalent to two pixels per fringe, or the Nyquist sampling 

criteria. In other words, fringes that are resolved by the sensor will be correctly 

reconstructed while higher frequency fringes will not. The restriction on wavefront 

Q) 
en 
ctI 

..c:: 
a.. 

41t 

21t 

Unwrapped 
Wavefront 

Position 

Figure 1.1. PSI wavefront reconstruction (Greivenkamp and Bruning 1992). 
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slope or fringe frequency restricts measurements to small departures from a best-fit 

reference sphere. Commercial interferometers with -200 pixels across the diameter of 

the interferogram are typically limited to wavefront departures of -lOA.. Aspheric 

surfaces giving larger wavefront slopes will yield incorrect reconstructions. 

Reducing the Wavefront Slope 

To get a correct reconstruction with PSI, the slope of the wavefront may be reduced. 

Several techniques have been explored for this purpose. These are shearing 

interferometry, subaperture testing, null optics, and computer-generated holography. 

Shearing interferometry yields the slope of the wavefront, reducing the sensitivity to 

steep wavefronts. Lateral (Yatagai and Kanou 1984; Kanoh 1986) and radial (Hariharan 

et al. 1984) shearing interferometers have been constructed for this purpose, and an 

instrument based on the Ronchi test (Yatagai 1984) was proposed. Several 

complications are introduced by these instruments. First, the shear must be accurately 

known. To measure an asymmetric wavefront, two orthogonal orientations of shear are 

needed. Another problem is that the fringe density is reduced least where the density is 

highest; in other words, shearing helps least where it is needed most (Wyant 1987). 

Noise from integration of the sheared wavefront is a significant problem. The noise 

tends to propagate across the wavefront: one bad pixel may affect a large segment of 

the wavefront, compared to a localized bad spot in a direct wavefront measurement 
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(Greivenkamp and Bruning 1992). New techniques have been explored to reduce the 

sensitivity to noise (Bobroff et al. 1992). 

Another method for reducing the slopes present in the measurement is to break up 

the wavefront into smaIler sections, or subapertures (Kim 1982; Thunen and Kwon 

1982; Jensen et al. 1984; Negro 1984; Stuhlinger 1986; Liu et al. 1988). Each 

sub aperture is resolved by the interferometer and can be correctly reconstructed using 

PSI. After each section is tested separately, a composite wavefront error map is created 

by stitching them together. The location of the subapertures within the full aperture 

must be precisely known for correct stitching. The overaIl wavefront is represented by 

polynomials, and the expansion coefficients are found from the sub aperture 

measurements. Typically, Zernike polynomials are chosen. A more recent method by 

Melozzi (Melozzi et al. 1992, 1993; Melozzi and Pezzati 1992) uses annular Zernikes 

(Mahajan 1981) to describe the subapertures, and a translation stage is used to change 

the annular zone. Other advanced methods have been developed for stitching together 

subaperture measurements, but few have appeared in the literature. 

Another subaperture approach that has seen recent developments is white light 

interferometry. The limited coherence of white light permits isolation of a nuIl fringe 

region. Displacing the test surface permits the location of the null zone to trace out the 

entire part surface. This approach has been widely used in interference microscopes and 

has recently been applied to rough surface testing. Its chief disadvantage is the need for 

color-corrected optics in the interferometer. 
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The most common approach to wavefront slope reduction is to change the shape of 

the wavefront using null optics. The spherical wavefront at the interferometer is 

converted to an aspheric wavefront that matches the desired shape of the part. The 

wavefront measured at the sensor will then represent only imperfections in the part-to 

the accuracy of the reference surface-as it does when testing spherical surfaces. Null 

optics are additional optics that must be added to the system, and they are often referred 

to as a null lens, null corrector, or null compensator. Refractive, reflective, and 

diffractive elements have been employed as null compensators (Offner 1963; Sasian 

1989; McCann 1991; Offner and Malacara 1992; Chen 1993). Figure 1.2 shows a 

refractive null lens, coupled with a laser-Fizeau transmission sphere. 

Null optics have several disadvantages. The tight tolerances of a typical null lens 

result in an expensive proposition. Even with tight tolerances, the null lens may become 

the limiting factor in the accuracy of the test. Errors in construction of the null corrector 

or alignment with respect to the interferometer will result in the wrong aspheric 

Transmission Sphere 

Reference 
Surface 

Figure 1.2. Null lens. 

Asphere 
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wavefront at the location of the test part, leading to errors in the surface figure (Allen et 

al. 1990). Consequently, additional expense is often taken to certify the null corrector 

performance (Burge 1993). The time associated with fabricating null lenses and their 

test verification can easily introduce delays into a project schedule. For all this trouble, 

each null lens will only allow testing of a single aspheric surface. A different null lens 

is required if the part curvature or asphericity is changed. 

Another similar device that gives a null wavefront for a perfect surface is the 

computer-generated hologram (CGH) (Wyant and Bennett 1972; Takahashi et al. 1974; 

Fercher 1976; Smith 1981; Dorband and Tiziani 1985; Ono and Wyant 1985; Arnold 

1989). The test wavefront is no longer normal to the test surface, but the expected 

wavefront for a perfect part is removed from the OPD at a plane conjugate to the test 

part, before the imaging optics of the interferometer. The CGH was developed as a 

lower-cost alternative to a null lens. For each asphere to be tested, only a single 

element, the CGH, must be fabricated. Its design is determined by ray tracing the 

interferometer with the desired asphere as the test surface. A commercial CGH 

interferometer is now available (Arnold and Jain 1991). Along with the testing of conic 

aspheres, this instrument also permits testing of general aspheres, which cannot be 

tested with most conventional null optics. The original instrument could only handle a 

limited amount of asphericity, but newer designs are addressing this problem (Arnold et 

al. 1995). Steeper surfaces may also be tested using a partial null compensator to reduce 

the slope to a level compatible with a CGH. The downside of computer-generated 
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holography is the cost of the individual holograms-a few thousand dollars apiece as well 

as the time required for fabrication. As with null optics, certification of CGH's may be 

desirable (Arnold and Kestner 1995). 

None of these slope-reducing approaches is entirely satisfactory for general testing 

of aspheres. Shearing interferometry has essentially vanished as a viable technique for 

high-precision testing of aspheres. Subaperture testing is difficult, and no highly 

successful stitching method has been published. Few applications can justify 

construction of a null compensator or CGH, and even these have limitations. 

Measuring a Steeper Wavefront Slope 

The alternative to reducing the wavefront slope is to enhance the ability of the 

interferometer to measure steep slopes. Several such extended range approaches are 

possible: 

(1) Use a longer wavelength (Kwon et al. 1980; Prettyjohns et al. 1985). Often, CO2 

(1O.6Jlm) interferometers are used. These are particularly useful for ground surfaces, 

which are too rough to be measured with visible radiation. Since the wavefront slope is 

limited to ')J2 per pixel, increasing the wavelength will expand the measurement range. 

Unfortunately, it also reduces the sensitivity of the test. Testing extremely steep 

surfaces may even require an infrared null lens. 

(2) Increase the number of pixels (Wyant 1987). There still must be two pixels per 

fringe, but more fringes can now be supported. 1024 X 1024 sensors are now readily 
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available, though still somewhat expensive. Larger arrays, up to 5000 X 5000 pixels, 

are beginning to appear on the market. 

(3) Reconstruct an aliased fringe pattern. The IJ2 per pixel slope restriction is 

equivalent to requiring that the fringe frequency be less than the Nyquist frequency of 

the sensor. Higher frequencies, which alias to below the Nyquist frequency, will not be 

correctly reconstructed using PSI. If a method of reconstructing aliased fringes could be 

found, this limitation would be overcome. 

Sub-Nyquist Inteljerometry 

It is important to note that the Nyquist frequency is not the limiting resolution of a 

sampled imaging system. The Whittaker-Shannon sampling theorem (see, e.g., Gaskill 

1978) states that, if a scene is bandlimited to the Nyquist frequency of the sensor, then 

the scene can be perfectly recovered from the sampled image. It does not state or imply 

the converse, that the scene cannot be completely recovered if it is not bandlimited to 

the Nyquist frequency. 

An aliased scene can be recovered, without error, using sub-Nyquist sampling 

(Nyquist 1924, 1928; Mertz and Gray 1934; Rossi 1976; Barratt and Lucas 1979). 

There must be no spatial frequency content from the scene in some or all of the range 

from zero to the Nyquist frequency of the sensor, the baseband of the sensor. When 

frequencies appear in areas where zero content is expected, they must be a result of 
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aliasing. If additional information is known about the scene spectrum, these frequencies 

may then be remapped to their correct locations in the frequency domain. 

Sub-Nyquist sampling may be applied to fringe patterns. Since aliasing is a 

localized phenomenon, high frequency fringes will produce aliasing where they appear 

in the pattern, but will not produce artifacts in other areas of the image. Aliased fringes 

may then be remapped to their correct locations in the frequency domain. These 

locations may be found by using a priori information about the wavefront. The use of 

additional information to reconstruct the wavefront is called sub-Nyquist interferometry 

(SNI) (Greivenkamp 1987b). 

PSI reconstructs an unaliased wavefront by assuming that the wavefront or surface is 

continuous. When testing a polished optical surface, the wavefront derivatives will also 

be continuous, since the surface is smooth. SNI forces slope continuity to give a correct 

wavefront reconstruction when aliased fringes are present. For testing different types of 

surfaces, such as machined or lithographically-etched patterns, other types of 

information may also be used to reconstruct a fringe pattern (Greivenkamp et al. 1989). 

An example of PSI versus SNI reconstruction is shown in Figure 1.3. The dotted 

line in Figure 1.3(A) is the original wavefront; the white circles signify the modulo 21t 

phase values obtained through the PSI phase calculation. Adding multiples of 21t to 

these values gives other potential solutions to the wavefront; these are represented by 

black circles [Figure 1.3(B)]. The PSI reconstruction, forcing less than 1t change per 

pixel, results in an incorrect reconstruction [Figure 1.3(C)]. At the point where PSI 
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Figure 1.3. Wavefront reconstruction. (A) modulo 2n phase; 
(B) potential reconstruction solutions; (C) PSI reconstruction; 
(D) SNI reconstruction (Greivenkamp 1987a). 

breaks down, SNI can be applied by extrapolating based on the slope of the previous 

two points [Figure 1.3(D)]. Reconstruction relative to the predicted point yields the 

correct wavefront. 

Another requirement for SNI is the ability to record high frequency fringes. 

Conventional sensors maximize the active area of the pixels, subject to constraints due 

to shift registers, electrodes, and other engineering considerations. The effect of a large 
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pixel area is to average out high frequency fringes. When one fringe fits inside the 

active area of a pixel, no information can be recovered-as the fringe phase is shifted, 

the signal on the pixel does not change. In other words, there is no modulation. The 

active area of the pixels must be reduced to get reasonable modulation for high 

frequency fringes. 

The requirement on the pixel area can be better understood by considering the 

frequency response of a sampled imaging system. Using the sensor geometry in 

Figure 1.4, the recorded signal 

Is(x,y) = [I(x,y)** rect(xl a,y I b)] comb(xl xs'y I y), (1.14) 

where I(x,y) is the time-averaged intensity on the sensor as described by Equation (1.3). 

The symbol ** is a 2-D convolution, representing the averaging of the input intensity 

over the rectangular active area of the pixel. The comb is a 2-D array of O-functions 

with the spacing of the pixels; this depicts the sampling at each pixel location. 

D··· 

Figure 1.4. Sensor geometry (Greivenkamp 1987b). 
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The frequency response of the sensor is described by the signal's Fourier transform 

( 1.15) 

where ~ and 11 are the spatial frequency coordinates, Y (~, 11) is the spectrum of the 

fringe pattern, and 

.): sin(a~) sin(bTl) 
smc(a":" bTl»): . 

a":, b11 
( 1.16) 

For simplicity, leading constants have been dropped. The sinc(a~,b11) term, or more 

exactly its absolute value, is called the pixel MTF. This is the frequency attenuation that 

results from averaging of fringes over the pixel active area. The frequency where the 

sinc first goes to zero is called the pixel MTF cutoff frequency. A useful parameter for 

describing pixel MTF response is the width-to-pitch ratio or duty cycle G, given as 

Gx=a/xs along the horizontal axis and Gy=b/ys along the vertical axis. The pixel MTF 

cutoff is then given by ~ = lIa = lIGxxs and 11 = lib = lIGyYs, or lIG times the sampling 

frequency. Figure 1.5 shows the pixel MTF for values of G=l, where the pixels are 

LL. 
I
~ 

1 

Q) 0.5 
x 

a:: 

G = 1 
/ 

G = 1/2 

Figure 1.5. Pixel MTF. 
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contiguous, and G=V2. The effect of halving the pixel dimensions without changing 

their spacing is to double the pixel MTF cutoff. To obtain response to high frequency 

fringes, a small value of G is desirable. Such a sensor is referred to as a sparse-array 

sensor. G's on the order of 1110 are easily fabricated. 

The aliasing behavior of the sensor results from the comb in Equation (1.15). This 

2-D array of ~-functions has a spacing equal to the sampling frequency of the sensor. 

All input frequencies will be replicated at multiples of the sampling frequency. As 

shown in Figure 1.6, an input frequency above the Nyquist frequency will also show up 

below the Nyquist frequency as a result of the convolution with a ~ at the sampling 

frequency. Since the camera electronics and the human eye and brain will effectively 

low-pass filter the spectrum, the aliased component is observed. The input and 

displayed frequencies of Figure 1.6 are shown as sine waves in Figure 1.7. The sampled 

values are identical for both waves . 

..-o 
~ 
l_fJ) 

Displayed 
Frequency 

Input 
Frequency 

Figure 1.6. Origin of aliasing (Greivenkamp 1987b). 
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Figure 1.7. Aliased sine wave (Greivenkamp and Bruning 1992). 
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The appearance of an aliased fringe pattern is demonstrated using moire in 

Figure 1.8. A 2-D grid represents an array of pixels [Figure 1. 8 (A)]. A fringe pattern 

from a spherical wavefront is simulated by a Fresnel Zone Plate (FZP) in Figure 1.8(B). 

The product of Figure I.8(A) and Figure 1.8(B) gives a sampled fringe pattern 

[Figure I.8(C)]. Since the zone plate spacing is less than one-half the grid spacing, the 

pattern is correctly sampled. (The weak artifacts present in the image are aliased high 

frequencies-the harmonics in the FZP, resulting from the binary nature of the FZP. 

Using a sinusoidal FZP would eliminate these artifacts.) Overlaying the grid on a 

steeper zone plate gives the aliased pattern shown in Figure I.8(D). Here, the edge of 

the FZP has a fringe spacing equal to the grid spacing, or a fringe frequency equal to the 

grid sampling frequency. The sampling frequency aliases to DC, so its appearance is 

similar to the zero frequency occurrence at the center of the image. 
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(A) (8) 

(C) (D) 

Figure 1.S. Aliasing demonstration, using moire. 

Two-Wavelength PSI 

Another method for reconstructing an aliased fringe pattern is two-wavelength PSI 

(TWPSI). In TWPSI, two complete sets of wavefront data are taken at different 

wavelengths (Cheng and Wyant 1984; Wyant et al. 1984; Creath et al. 1985; Creath and 

Wyant 1986; Cochran and Creath 1988). The modulo 2n measurement is converted to 
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OPD, using Equation (1.13), before reconstruction. The potential reconstruction 

solutions will be different for the two wavelengths; the two solutions will overlap at the 

correct reconstruction points [Figure 1.9]. Standard PSI reconstruction can be done at 

these points, using the equivalent wavelength 

(1.17) 

where AI and A2 are the measurement wavelengths. Because the effective wavelength is 

much longer than the actual wavelength, much larger wavefront slopes can be measured. 

The noise of the resulting measurement is scaled by the effective wavelength. The best 

use of this technique is to use the effective wavelength to find the correct solution for 

wavefront reconstruction and then use that information to reconstruct the measurement 

at one of the wavelengths. This way, the precision of the single wavelength 

measurement is preserved. The two-wavelength reconstruction works well if the data is 
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Figure 1.9. Two-wavelength PSI (Greivenkamp and Bruning 1992). 
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smooth. In the presence of large variations, greater than ±IJ4 at the single wavelength, 

the reconstruction will fail. Using multiple-wavelength PSI will correctly resolve this 

uncertainty (Cheng and Wyant 1985; Creath and Wyant 1992). 

The advantage provided by a second wavelength in TWPSI is diminished by an 

additional requirement imposed on the interferometer optics. The interferometer must 

now be corrected at both wavelengths. Aberrations in the system that change the OPD 

of at one measurement wavelength relative to the other would impact the ability to 

reconstruct the wavefront. 

Non-NulllnterJerometry 

When an asphere is tested using an extended-range technique, a perfect surface will 

not produce a zero or null wavefront. Rather, the result may be a steep wavefront. 

Therefore, these methods may be classified as non-null interferometry. 

Use of large arrays, TWPSI, and SNI are viable methods to increase the 

measurement range without reducing sensitivity. Large arrays are expensive, as is the 

large computer that is required to process their enormous volume of data. The 

additional data is required only to enable reconstruction, since a limited number of 

points across the wavefront will satisfy the needs of an optician. Finding a frame store 

that can handle large arrays may also be a problem. The slow frame rate of large arrays 

may increase susceptibility to errors from vibration and turbulence. TWPSI requires 

optics corrected for two wavelengths, and a laser that operates at those wavelengths. It 
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also requires the same specialized hardware as SNI. SNI is the simpler approach, and it 

is the basis for the experimental work described in Chapter 2. 

Calibration 

All extended-range techniques require calibration of the measurement, since 

aberrations are introduced by the interferometer optics. In a null configuration, the test 

wavefront is normal to the part surface, so it retraces itself. Any aberrations introduced 

by the interferometer will be common to both the test and reference beams at the same 

location in the wavefront; therefore, the aberrations will cancel when the two beams are 

subtracted to give the OPD. In a non-null configuration, illustrated for a laser-Fizeau 

transmission sphere in Figure 1.10, the test wavefront does not retrace itself. 

Aberrations from the interferometer will appear in different parts of the test and 

reference wavefronts, so they will not cancel. The recorded wavefront will contain these 

aberrations in addition to the desired surface figure information. 

Transmission Sphere 

Reference 
Surface 

Figure 1.10. Non-null configuration. 

Asphere 
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Several types of errors are introduced by the non-null configuration. The errors 

mentioned in the previous paragraph, common to both beams in a laser-Fizeau, may be 

called common path errors. In a null test, the errors in a common path interferometer 

will not affect the measurement because they occur at the same location in both the test 

and reference beams. This permits relaxation of the tolerances on the collimated beam 

quality and diverger lens manufacture, making the instrument economical to produce. 

Unfortunately, these errors become significant when the null condition is violated. 

Another error results from scaling the wavefront measurement to surface figure 

error. The conversion is not a simple scaling, as is the case for a null test. This error, 

called retrace path error by Kurita (1989), is shown in Figure 1.11. The actual 

asphericity is [PQ], but the apparent asphericity suggested by the wavefront OPD is 

Optic Axis 

Wavefront 
Asphere 

Reference Sphere 

Asphericity = [PQ ] 
OPO = [P'Q'] 

Figure 1.11. Retrace path error (Kurita 1989). 
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[P'Q']. For a correct conversion, a priori knowledge of the asphere's shape is needed. 

Typically, the design prescription is used. 

The test part itself introduces aberrations in a non-null configuration. In a null test, 

the part is tested at conjugates for which it provides perfect imaging. For example, a 

paraboloid perfectly images a collimated beam to its focal point. A popular test 

configuration takes advantage of this property: the diverger lens focus is made 

coincident with the paraboloid's focal point, and a flat is used to return the resulting 

collimated beam. All conic aspheres have a set of conjugates, their foci, that provide 

perfect imagery. Only one, the sphere, has both foci at its center of curvature. Testing 

asp heres at their center of curvature will introduce various orders of spherical 

aberration. This conjugate error may be approximately calculated using the prescription 

of the surface. Other aberrations may be introduced by the alignment of the part. 

Another source of aberration is the interferometer optics. These aberrations, called 

system aberrations (Kurita et al. 1986; Kurita 1989), result primarily from the 

propagation of an aberrated wavefront through the interferometer optics (see 

Figure 1.10). The aberrations introduced by the part will impact the amount of 

aberrations introduced by other elements in the system. Another cause of system 

aberrations is error in the conjugates used for the interferometer optics. It may be 

necessary to defocus the test part away from its center of curvature, to reduce the 

wavefront slope or avoid vignetting in the optical system. (This will be discussed in 

Chapter 2.) The location of the first-order image after the test part will no longer be at 
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the focal point of the diverger lens. Consequently, the diverger lens will no longer be 

operating at infinite conjugates for the reflected beam, and aberrations will be 

introduced. The infinite conjugate expected by optics further downstream in the 

interferometer will also be modified, and aberrations will be introduced at these 

elements as well. To compensate for these aberrations, the interferometer optical system 

must be ray traced. 

All of these errors are present to some degree in commercial interferometers when a 

null condition is not met. In other words, errors will be introduced if there are fringes 

present in the interferogram. These errors may be derived analytically (J6zwicki 1991 a, 

1991 b), but it is much easier to demonstrate them using a defocused sphere to generate a 

non-null wavefront. Subtracting tilt and power will remove the effect of surface defocus 

and alignment, leaving aberrations introduced by the interferometer optics. A NIST-

traceable reference sphere was used as the test surface. Figure 1.12 shows 

peak-to-valley (PV) results for measurements of three different transmission spheres. 

For completeness, the rms results are shown in Figure 1.13. The PV and rms values 

were taken directly from the interferometer's analysis software for the f/0.75 and f/1.5 

cases. Unfortunately, the f/3.3 transmission sphere was dirty, and localized errors 

dominated the PV measurements. To eliminate these errors, 15 Zernikes were fit to the 

surface error and were used to generate an error map in custom software. Tilt and power 

were removed from this smoothed wavefront by eliminating the appropriate Zernike 

terms. 
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Figure 1.12. PV non-null errors in a commercial inter7erometer. 

At a null, the residual surface error is about IJ20 PV for all measurements. This 

represents the amount of surface irregularity between the test and reference surfaces. At 

the limits of the instrument's measurement range, approximately ±8A. of surface 

departure, the surface error increases by IJ8 PV for the f/3.3 and IJ3 PV for the f/0.75 

transmission sphere. This suggests that IJ4 PV accuracy may not be possible when 

testing an f/0.75 asphere with 8A. departure. 

Several trends are apparent in Figure 1.12 and Figure 1.13. For all three 

transmission spheres, the residual error was asymmetric about the null position; positive 

departures, resulting from defocus away from the interferometer, gave larger errors. The 

error is approximately linear with departure, particularly for the faster transmission 
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Figure 1.13. RMS non-null errors in a commercial interferometer. 

spheres. Comparing the f/0.75 to the f/3.3 suggests increasing error for increasing 

numerical aperture. However, the performance of the f/l.5 is close to that of the f/0.75 

and even exceeds it for some departures. The f/l.5 came from a different manufacturer 

than the others, so differences in its design may account for this behavior. 

The measurement range of the interferometer may be extended by replacing its 

standard video sensor with a higher resolution array, or by applying SNI. Since a larger 

departure will increase the deviation from a common path, it should also increase the 

amount of error. This has been confirmed by Evans (1995), who has performed 

extensive work in this area. Similar error measurements will be shown for large 

departures measured using SNI in Chapter 2. Research at NIST is underway to calibrate 
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these errors in commercial instruments (Evans 1993; Kreifeldt 1995). This work 

currently uses measurements from tilted and defocused surfaces, but will eventually 

include some ray tracing (Evans 1994). 

The conventional approach to ray tracing is to use the prescription of the 

interferometer in a lens design program, together with the asphere's design prescription 

(Weible 1988; Kurita 1989). The optical path length (OPL) is found for both the test 

and reference arms through ray tracing, and these OPL's are subtracted at each point in 

the pupil to get the OPD. The resulting map is then subtracted from the experimentally 

measured wavefront, and the difference is assumed to be the error in the part. 

Unfortunately, other errors creep into the measurement. There is always a large'

uncertainty in the position of the test part, and it is difficult to differentiate between 

off-axis aberrations introduced by a decentered asphere and actual errors in the part. 

There is also uncertainty in the positions of the interferometer optics-particularly 

spacings between the tilted beamsplitter and adjacent surfaces. Determining the 

location of the optic axis on the beamsplitter is difficult, to say the least. 

Even if the part location and lens spacings are exactly known, ray tracing will not 

remove all of the errors from a commercial interferometer. Asymmetric aberrations will 

result from manufacturing errors (tilts and decenters) in the transmission sphere; these 

are unknowns and cannot be ray traced. This problem can be illustrated by examining 

the asymmetric components of the surface error maps used to generate Figure 1.12 and 

Figure 1.13. Removing all rotationally-symmetric Zemikes will leave only the 
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contributions of asymmetric aberrations. Figure 1. 14 and Figure 1. 15 show the PV and 

rms, respectively, of the asymmetric element. For all three transmission spheres, the 

asymmetric aberrations caused IJ8 PV error for +8A. of departure. All three cases give 

approximately the same level of error for positive departures; for negative departures, 

the error increases with numerical aperture, as expected. 

Additional information from Figure I. I 2 can be found by including the sign of the 

wavefront (Figure 1.16). The behavior in Figure 1.16 can be understood better by 

plotting the Zernike coefficients of the wavefront for various departures 

(Figure 1. 17 - Figure 1.19). All of the coefficients are approximately linear with 

departure. This result is consistent with an analysis done by Evans (1993) for a tilted 

surface. The coefficient corresponding to spherical aberration (Z8) shows large 

variation among these plots, suggesting that it is primarily introduced by the 

transmission sphere. However, the other Zernikes change little, so they are probably 

dominated by manufacturing and alignment errors in the imaging optics of the 

interferometer. 

Another serious problem that occurs when ray tracing commercial interferometers is 

the uncertainty in the prescription of the imaging arm optics. Typically, lower cost stock 

optics are used in the imaging arm, including an original equipment manufactured 

(OEM) zoom lens. Even the commercial interferometer manufacturers do not know the 

prescriptions of these elements (Evans 1995). For high-precision testing, errors from 

the imaging system may be considered analytically (Huang 1993), but the actual 
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prescription becomes important when testing steep aspheres in a non-null configuration. 

This will be demonstrated in Chapters 3 and 4. 
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Figure 1.14. PV asymmetric errors in a commercial interferometer. 
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Figure 1.15. RMS asymmetric errors in a commercial interferometer. 
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Figure 1.16. Magnitude and sign of errors in Figure 1.12. 
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Figure 1.17. Zernike coefficients for P/O.75 transmission sphere results. 
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Figure 1.18. Zernike coefficients for FIl.5 transmission sphere results. 
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Figure 1.19. Zernike coefficients for F/3.3 transmission sphere results. 
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CHAPTER 2 

EXPERIMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF SNI 
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Sub-Nyquist interferometry (SNI) was originally conceived and explored at Eastman 

Kodak Company (Greivenkamp 1987a). A prototype system was developed to prove 

the concept, and reconstructions were demonstrated for aspheric departures of several 

hundred waves from a reference sphere. Much of the original project equipment was 

donated to the University of Arizona and integrated into the system used for this work. 

This chapter describes the experimental implementation of SNI. A Twyman-Green 

interferometer was constructed and integrated with existing data collection electronics. 

The interferometer was designed to avoid needlessly complicating the prescription, 

since the system must be ray traced to calibrate non-null measurements. The sparse

array sensors needed for SNI were characterized using an interferometric technique. 

The theory of SNI was verified through successful reconstructions of steep wavefronts. 

Several limitations of the hardware became apparent. Extending the frequency 

response of the sensors to record aliased fringes also increases their susceptibility to 

stray fringes. In measuring a steep wavefront, vignetting in the interferometer optics 

becomes a concern. The behavior of these problems was observed for consideration in 

future SNI interferometer designs. 

Defocused spherical surfaces were used to study the behavior of the interferometer. 

Several hundred waves of departure could easily be recorded; vignetting often proved to 
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be the limit on the maximum departure attainable. Removing tilt and power from the 

measurements leaves only the aberrations that have been introduced by the 

interferometer optics. These results demonstrate the need for calibration of 

measurements in a non-null configuration. 

Inteiferometer Construction 

The first work in SNI used a modified commercial interferometer (Palum and 

Greivenkamp 1990). The basis for the original experimental system was a Zygo Mark 

II interferometer. Figure 2.1 shows the original interferometer; shaded areas represent 

modifications made for SNI. The standard ReNe laser was replaced by a single-mode 

krypton ion laser with 300m W power output. The requirement for more laser power is 

imposed by the inefficiency of a sparse-array sensor. The sensors used have an active 

area of only 1 % that of the original pixels, reducing their sensitivity by a factor of 100. 

These sensors are described in more detail in the next section. 

The spatial filter pinhole, normally used for stray light reduction, had to be removed. 

When testing aspheres, aberrations will change the normally small spot at the beam 

focus to a large blur. Blurs as large as 7mm were observed at the plane of the pinhole. 

The propagation of an aberrated wavefront can lead to vignetting problems at other 

surfaces in the interferometer as well. 

Another modified component is the rotating ground glass. This is used to reduce 

speckle and to destroy the spatial coherence of the light, so that no interference effects 
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will result from stray reflections off the lenses that follow the ground glass. 

Unfortunately, the grain size of the glass is larger than the period of the fringes in many 

cases, and the ground glass serves as the limiting MTF. To record high frequency 

fringes, the ground glass had to be removed. The zoom and imaging lenses that follow 

the ground glass were removed to avoid stray fringe patterns from their surface 

reflections. The sparse-array camera was placed at the original location of the rotating 

ground glass. 

This first-generation system served to identify potential problems that need to be 

considered in the design of a non-null interferometer. Vignetting is a serious problem 

that may ultimately limit the measurement range of the instrument, and it is discussed in 
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Figure 2.1. Zygo Mark II interferometer. 
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more detail later in this chapter. Removal of the ground glass increases the noise level 

due to speckle. Elimination of the ground glass also introduces a need for higher quality 

imaging optics, since stray reflections from these components will now contribute noise 

to the measurement. 

The efficiency and utility of the original commercial interferometer were degraded 

by the krypton laser. Since the optics and coatings in the system are optimized for HeNe 

(633nm), using krypton (647nm) resulted in less than ideal contrast and ghost fringe 

patterns. At the krypton wavelength, aberrations are introduced by the collimating and 

diverging optics, so the interferometer cannot be used for standard null measurements to 

the expected accuracy of the original instrument. Modifying a commercial 

interferometer that uses an argon ion laser rather than HeNe would eliminate these 

limitations, since high-powered argon lasers are available for use with sparse-array 

sensors. 

One difficulty in using a modified commercial interferometer is characterization of 

the interferometer optics. To calibrate the system, the prescription of the optics must be 

accurately determined so that their aberrations may be predicted for non-null 

wavefronts. Since the Zygo Mark IT mainframe contains many elements in the 

collimating and diverger optics, finding a prescription would be difficult. Furthermore, 

because the Mark IT is designed for null testing, the optics are permitted to contain errors 

that cancel out in a null test, such as small aberrations in the collimated beam. (The 

collimated beam in a typical commercial interferometer may contain as much as IJ4 PV 
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error.) For a nominally null test, the effect of these aberrations is negligible (Selberg 

1990). However, these errors would be troublesome in a non-null test, where the 

common-path errors do not cancel. 

To improve the odds of successfully calibrating an interferometer, a simpler system 

was constructed. Care was taken in minimizing the number of elements that have to be 

considered in the calibration. A Twyman-Green configuration was chosen (Figure 2.2), 

since it contains fewer optical elements than the laser-Fizeau configuration. Simple 

doublets were used for the diverger and imaging lens since null performance was not 

considered in the interferometer design. A plate beamsplitter was used rather than the 

more commonly used cube beamsplitter because the latter would, in effect, place a block 

of glass in the returning test beam. This would cause the test beam to pick up the 
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Figure 2.2. Twyman-Green interferometer, used for non-null interferometry. 
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aberrations of a plane parallel plate, in addition to those aberrations already introduced 

by the diverger lens and test surface. Polarization components were avoided, as these 

would also affect the returning test beam. 

Aberrations in the input collimated beam would have to be considered for 

calibration, so the collimating optics were chosen to give the best image quality 

available from stock optics. A small (30mm) f/5 air-spaced doublet was used to 

collimate the beam. The guaranteed performance was IJ4 (A=633nm) PV over the full 

aperture, but better quality should be possible by restricting the actual aperture used for 

interferometry. A shear plate was used to align the lens to a spatially-filtered diverging 

beam. 

The beamsplitter and fold mirrors were also selected to minimize their impact on the 

beam. IJ20 PV surfaces were specified (and verified) for the beamsplitter surfaces. 

Fold mirrors were necessary to fit the entire instrument on a breadboard; stock IJ20 

mirrors were used for this purpose. The accuracy of the beamsplitter and fold mirrors is 

guaranteed for their entire 50mm apertures, so better accuracy should be present for a 

smaller beam. (The mirrors were specified as having IJ20 PV figure error, but IJ30 PV 

irregularity, so the latter should be obtainable by using less than the full aperture.) By 

minimizing the contributions of these elements, the prescription of the system is 

simplified. Otherwise, the location and surface errors of these components would have 

to be included in the lens design model. 
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A IJ20 PV flat was used as a reference surface. Its 20mm clear aperture ensured that 

the collimating and folding optics were used at less than full aperture. A piezo-electric 

transducer (PZT) was used to phase-shift the reference flat. 

Stock cement doublets were used for the diverger and imaging lenses. 25mm 

diameter lenses were used, in mounts having a clear aperture of 20mm. The fastest 

available stock doublet (fl2) was used for the diverger lens. Another fast (fl2.5) doublet 

was needed for the imaging lens due to mechanical constraints. Doublets were chosen 

over singlets because of the high coma that occurs for misaligned singlets. (Coma leads 

to pupil distortion, which is discussed later in the chapter.) Air-spaced doublets are 

much easier to characterize than cemented ones, since all four lens surfaces and both 

thicknesses are available for direct measurement; however, no fast air-spaced doublets 

are commercially available as stock (inexpensive) items. 

Budgetary restrictions placed some limitations on the utility and usability of the 

system. The krypton laser used in the previous system was unavailable, so an argon ion 

laser with 125mW output power was used in its place. Unfortunately, the laser did not 

support an etalon. To get good modulation in the fringe pattern, zero OPD had to be 

maintained between the test and reference beams by changing the distance from the 

beam splitter to the reference flat. The reduced power level limited the amount by which 

the collimating lens could be overfilled. This introduced a noticeable drop-off in 

irradiance across the pupil, resulting from the Gaussian profile of the beam. This 
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non-uniformity makes it difficult to accurately identify the edges of the interferogram, a 

concern that will be addressed later in this chapter and in Chapter 3. 

The small collimated beam, less than one inch in diameter, essentially restricts the 

testing capability of the interferometer to concave surfaces. The stock cemented 

doublets used for the diverger and imaging lenses also introduced limitations. The f12 

diverger lens, coupled with a 20mm beam, limits test surfaces to f12.5 or slower. 

Because the diverger lens is not well corrected, null performance is not on par with that 

of commercial interferometers. Fortunately, good null performance is not important for 

this work, since the interferometer will be used for non-null measurements. However if 

this system is turned into a commercial product, good null performance may be 

desirable so that the instrument may be used for both null and non-null measurements. 

Sensor Characteristics 

Special sparse-array sensors were fabricated to respond to high frequency fringes. 

The sensors were manufactured as a modification to a standard CID sensor by Cidtek, 

Inc. (Palum and Greivenkamp 1990). The active area of the sensors is 377 pixels wide 

by 232 pixels high, with spacings of approximately 2311m horizontally and 2711m 

vertically. The last layer of the sensor, an aluminum mask that normally covers only a 

few rows of pixels to establish a dark level, has been extended to cover the entire array. 

Holes with an approximate diameter of 311m remain at the center of each pixel. The 

resulting width-to-pitch ratios are Gx=0.13 and Gy=0.11, so the pixel MTF cutoff should 
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be at eight or nine times the sampling frequency. A separate sparse-array mask, aligned 

and glued to a standard sensor, was also investigated for high frequency response, but 

the custom sensors provided better modulation. 

The pixel MTF was verified experimentally using interferometry (Greivenkamp and 

Lowman 1994). Flat mirrors in a Twyman-Green interferometer were tilted to generate 

a fringe pattern containing a single spatial frequency (Figure 2.3). Because the beams 

tend to walk off the sensor as the mirrors are tilted, the sensor and mirrors had to be 

placed as close to the beamspIitter as possible. A PZT was used to phase-shift the 

reference beam. Applying a phase-shifting algorithm (Equation 1.12) gives the 

modulation of the fringe pattern. 

The input frequencies are restricted to multiples of the Nyquist frequency. The 

mirrors are tilted to yield the patterns expected at these frequencies. Even multiples of 
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Figure 2.3. Twyman-Green used to measure pixel MTF. 
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the Nyquist frequency, or multiples of the sampling frequency, alias to DC. The pattern 

here is a null, or near-null if some aberration is present. (If weak curvature is present in 

a mirror, the pattern is a bUll's-eye.) Odd multiples alias to the Nyquist frequency. Near 

the Nyquist frequency, low frequency beats are observed between the fringes and the 

pixel array; nulling out the beats gives the Nyquist frequency. By using only these 

familiar frequencies, the cumbersome process of calibrating the frequency is avoided. 

To identify the correct multiple of the Nyquist frequency, the DC pattern must first 

be located. This requires visually observing the fringe pattern, to make sure that it really 

is a low frequency pattern. An aliased fringe pattern will not be visible to the naked eye. 

One alternative to self-calibration is to measure the tilt of the mirrors and calculate the 

fringe frequency. The DC pattern must be located for this approach as well, to establish 

a reference (zero) tilt for the mirrors. Another alternative is to Fourier transform the 

fringe pattern to get its frequency (Marchywka and Socker 1992). This method assumes 

that the fringe pattern is not aliased, so its usefulness is limited to MTF measurements 

for standard sensors. 

The resulting pixel MTF's show the expected sinc profile using data at multiples of 

the sampling frequency (Figure 2.4). However, other behavior is present for data at odd 

multiples of the Nyquist frequency. This drop in modulation for vertical frequencies 

[Figure 2.4(B)] is a result of cross talk in the cm array. The large bus capacitance of a 

cm causes coupling between rows and columns, making the dark level at each pixel a 

function of the intensity falling on other pixels in the array (Sims and Denton 1987). 
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(Using a CCD or photodiode array would eliminate this behavior.) Since the alternating 

dark and light rows are temporally separated, electronic bandwidth does not affect the 

modulation degradation. For horizontal frequencies [Figure 2.4(A)], the electronic 

frequency response does contribute, and it accounts for the additional depression of the 

modulation over that present for vertical frequencies. 

The experimentally-determined cutoff frequencies for Figure 2.4 are Gy=0.108 and 

Gx=0.131, close to the design values of 0.11 and 0.13, respectively. These were found 

by fitting a sinc to the data points at mUltiples of the sampling frequency, exclusive of 

the DC modulation point. The DC measurement proved to be unrepeatable as a result of 

stray reflections in the system. Only a HeNe laser was available for this work, so coated 

mirrors were necessary. These mirrors, coupled with the reflective mask on the sparse

array sensors, led to the stray reflection problem for the DC pattern. Since the DC 

measurement was not used, the MTF's were normalized using the DC values of the 

fitted sinc functions. Near the zeroes of the MTF's, the data deviate from the fitted sinc. 

This smearing results from the averaging of MTF's from pinholes with slightly different 

sizes. The uncertainty in each point is ±3%, and the noise level is at approximately 5%. 

Using 10% as a threshold for acceptable modulation, the sensor response is limited 

to six times the sampling frequency, or twelve times the Nyquist frequency. To match 

this range on a larger array using PSI, the sensor would need twelve times as many 

pixels across the interferogram. Since the limitation of these sensors is approximately 
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250 pixels horizontally across the fringe pattern, using PSI would require an array with 

3000 pixels on a row. 

The pixel MTF was measured for other sensors as well. Figure 2.5 shows the 

MTF's for a second sparse-array sensor. Their experimentally determined cutoff 

frequencies are Gx=0.0969 and Gy=0.0885, approximately 20-25% lower than the design 

values of o. I 3 and 0.1 I. In other words, the pinholes are smaller for this sensor than for 

the first. Since two batches of sparse-array sensors were manufactured by Cidtek, the 

difference may be due to the process used in each run. Using the 10% threshold criteria, 

the sensor response is limited to eight times the sampling frequency, or sixteen times the 

PSI limit. An equivalent standard array using only PSI would need 4000 pixels on a 

row. 

Figure 2.6 shows the MTF's measured for a standard sensor. The measured fill 

factor is approximately one, as expected for a cm array. No problem was encountered 

with the DC measurement for this sensor, since the reflective layer on the sparse-array 

sensors was not present. Beyond the sampling frequency, the measurements were at the 

noise level. The sine's drawn in the figures assume Gx=l.O and Gy=l.O. These results 

are shown only for comparison to the sparse-array sensor MTF's. The limited number 

of data points (three) does not provide much information about the standard sensor. 

More points are needed, a la Marchywka and Socker (1992). 
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Data Collection Electronics 

The data collection system was designed to give good modulation at the Nyquist 

frequency of the sensor (Palum and Greivenkamp 1990). The video signal on each line 

is packed into 52.656~s. With 380 pixels per line, that corresponds to a Nyquist 

frequency of 3.6MHz. A high-end frame grabber was required to digitize this signal 

with adequate modulation. A lower cost frame store did not adequately digitize fringes 

at the Nyquist frequency. 

Complications arose from additional electronics that were necessary to match the 

camera signal to the frame grabber (Palum and Greivenkamp 1990). The digitizer must 

be synchronized to the pixel output, or the data will be resampled and artifacts will be 

introduced due to pixel jitter. Another sampling error that appeared is clock skew. 

Clock skew is a phase error between the camera clock and video signal, introduced by 

propagation delays in the cables and electronics leading to the frame grabber. 

Figure 2.7(A) shows a discrete signal at the Nyquist frequency, as recorded by a row of 

pixels, and the resulting analog video signal from the camera. When the phase error is 

compensated, the data will be sampled at the center of the time period at each pixel, 

giving high modulation [Figure 2.7(B)]. If the error is left uncompensated, the 

modulation will be reduced and will go to zero as the sampling point approaches the 

boundary between the pixels [Figure 2.7(C)]. Both clock skew and resampling are 

minimized by adjusting the timing between the data output and the clock. 
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Figure 2.7. Digitization error (Palum and Greivenkamp 1990). 

Currently, the timing adjustment must be made manually at startup. The test part is 

tilted until a fringe frequency near the Nyquist frequency is obtained. The data 

acquisition program (an extension to one written at Eastman Kodak Company) is 

started, and a zoom command is issued to magnify the interferogram on the video 

display. Pushing lightly on the test part causes the fringe phase to shift; the user visually 

observes whether the modulation is relatively high or low at various points in the 

interferogram. The modulation is observed as the timing is changed by rotating a knob. 

The timing is optimum when maximum modulation is achieved across the 

interferogram. 

Despite the expensive frame storer, there still is attenuation at the Nyquist frequency 

of the fringes, as illustrated by the pixel MTF's discussed in the previous section. The 
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modulation improves noticeably when the frame storer is removed from the electronics 

chain, so the auxiliary electronics are not the problem. The culprit is a filter installed on 

the frame storer. Since aliasing is normally an undesirable effect, the board contains a 

4.2MHz low-pass filter to reduce aliasing in NTSC video. Replacing this with a custom 

filter would improve the electronic frequency response of the system. 

Movement of the PZT motion is provided by a high-voltage ramp generator. The 

ramp is controlled by the data acquisition program, which synchronizes the start of the 

ramp with the data collection process. Six fringe patterns are stored and written to a file 

for further analysis. 

Data Analysis 

Custom software was required for SNI processing. Had a commercial interferometer 

analysis program been available, it would have required extensive external processing. 

The SNI reconstruction process uses derivative continuity, a feature not found on 

existing programs. Any bad pixels must be fixed after applying SNI reconstruction, so 

the advanced pixel-fixing algorithms present in commercial software could not have 

been used. After externally reconstructing the wavefront and fixing any bad pixels, the 

data could have been loaded back into the commercial program for Zernike fitting and 

other advanced analysis. Unfortunately, no commercial program was available. A 

custom program, written in IDL (Research Systems 1995), performs all PSI and SNI 

processing. 
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The analysis program starts by reading a file generated by the data collection 

program. The edges of an interferogram are identified, either through automatic 

processing or user selection. (The importance of accurately defining the edge is 

discussed in Chapter 3.) For conventional PSI interferometry, the edges of an 

interferogram may be easily identified by thresholding the modulation (assuming the 

modulation is good, which is usually the case). However, in SNI, the modulation drops 

significantly as a function of fringe frequency. Dips in the pixel MTF due to the 

electronic Nyquist frequency further complicate efforts to identify the edges. The 

intensity was also considered for finding the edges, but the Gaussian beam profile brings 

the edge intensity closer to the noise level. No entirely satisfactory automatic method 

was found for choosing the edges, and some user intervention is normally required. 

Five interferograms are processed using the Hariharan algorithm (Hariharan et al. 

1987), with a phase-shift of nl2, to yield phase (Equation 1.11). PSI reconstruction is 

performed, giving a proper reconstruction near the center of the wavefront. The user is 

prompted to select a starting point for the SNI reconstruction; this must be in an area 

having a correct PSI reconstruction. The SNI reconstruction first unwraps three vertical 

lines, then unwraps horizontally from the middle column toward the edge. Another 

five-frame algorithm is applied to the interferograms to get the modulation 

(Equation 1.12), which is useful for identifying bad pixels and fixing any reconstruction 

errors. 
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Any bad pixels will cause severe problems with the reconstruction. Bad pixels 

typically occur in areas of low modulation. The dips in the pixel MTF due to the 

electronic Nyquist frequency make areas with these frequencies especially sensitive to 

bad pixels. Potential bad pixels are identified by thresholding the modulation; these are 

not used when fixing reconstruction errors. Reconstruction errors are identified by 

checking derivative continuity in the wavefront, using all eight available directions (or 

fewer if adjacent to bad pixels). Starting at the center, using one quadrant at a time, 

incorrectly-reconstructed points are fixed using adjacent correctly-reconstructed points. 

Derivative continuity is checked again, and any failing points are added to the bad pixel 

mask, to avoid inclusion in future processing or calibration efforts. The wavefront is 

divided by 2n, to convert its units from radians to waves. 

Zernike polynomials are fit to the wavefront for further analysis. When testing a 

defocused sphere, a large power term dominates the wavefront and masks any details. 

Removing tilt and power from the wavefront reveals aberrations that have been 

introduced by such a non-null measurement. Removing enough higher-order Zernike 

terms will leave localized surface features. The Zernike fitting routine uses the Gram

Schmidt procedure to make the coefficients orthogonal over a discrete data set 

(Malacara and DeVore 1992). This algorithm is based on the one in FRINGE 

(Loomis 1976). The Zernike fitting routines in several commercial interferometer 

analysis programs have also been derived from FRINGE. 
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Reconstruction Results 

SNI reconstruction was first demonstrated by Palum and Greivenkamp (1990). A 

defocused sphere was used to generate wavefronts with up to 130A. of departure from a 

reference sphere; an asphere giving 84A. departure in the wavefront was also tested. All 

wavefronts were successfully reconstructed, with a few minor glitches due to bad pixels. 

In Figure 2.8, the reconstruction process is demonstrated using data from the 

Twyman-Green. The center of the interferogram [Figure 2.8(A)] is the DC bull's-eye 

pattern. The horizontal edges have fringe frequencies near five times the sensor 

sampling frequency; the vertical edges have frequencies closer to six times the sampling 

frequency. (The asymmetry results from rectangular pixels-the horizontal and vertical 

sampling frequencies are not equal.) The PSI reconstruction in Figure 2.8(B) shows a 

breakdown at the Nyquist frequency, as expected. The result is a series of cusps: PSI 

can give a reconstruction everywhere except those points near an odd multiple of the 

Nyquist frequency, although only the central bull's-eye (DC) is a correct reconstruction. 

At odd multiples of the Nyquist fr~quency, horizontal frequencies have a lower pixel 

MTF than vertical frequencies because they are affected by the electronic Nyquist 

frequency. As a result, the PSI reconstruction is much noisier in the horizontal 

direction. Horizontal streaks occur because the reconstruction was first applied 

vertically for three columns and then horizontally for all of the rows. This 

reconstruction could be corrected to yield a clean cusp pattern, if desired. 



Figure 2.S. Reconstruction process: (A) interferogram; 
(B) PSI reconstruction; (C) SNI reconstruction. 
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The SNI reconstruction [Figure 2.8(C)] gives the correct wavefront. This wavefront 

has 30011. of departure from the base reference sphere, which is equivalent to a surface 

departure of 15011.. Using PSI, only 1511. of surface departure could be recovered. To 
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apply PSI on the entire wavefront, the detector array would require 10 times as many 

pixels across a diameter, or about 2500 pixels. Wavefront departures of up to SOOA 

have been generated and successfully reconstructed. 

Surface Roughness 

At each pixel of a wavefront map, the recorded phase value is the average of the 

wavefront over the active area of the pixel. In a conventional interferometer, the active 

area occupies the majority of the pixel, so some smoothing of surface roughness is 

present. In sub-Nyquist interferometry, however, the sparse-array sensor averages over 

a much smaller aperture. The resulting surface map will look much rougher than it does 

on a conventional interferometer. The increased roughness makes it slightly more 

difficult to quantify surface figure, but it may also serve to highlight defects that are 

smoothed out in a conventional interferometer. 

To illustrate the difference in roughness, a flat was measured using both a standard 

and a sparse-array sensor. Thirty six Zernikes were removed from the wavefronts, to 

look at the underlying localized features (roughness) of the measurements. A line 

sampled by the standard sensor [Figure 2.9(A)] shows much less variability than the 

same line from the sparsely-sampled wavefront [Figure 2.9(B)]. Both wavefronts are 

histogramed in Figure 2.10. The sparse-array increases the spread from O.2A to O.3A, 

ignoring a few points in the tails. Because a DC measurement was used, the modulation 
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of the sparse-array measurement was high, and stray fringe contributions were not 

significant. However, stray fringes are important for non-null measurements. 
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Figure 2.9. The same line recorded by a (A) standard sensor; (B) sparse-array sensor. 
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Figure 2.10. Histograms of measurement roughness recorded for a flat. 

Stray Fringe Patterns 

One of the problems with sparse-array sampling is its sensitivity to stray patterns. 

Additional interference patterns will be created by reflections from the interferometer 

optics. These include single reflections from the diverger lens and the back (AR-coated) 

surfaces of the beamsplitter and reference flat. Multiple reflections from the flat 

cover glass attached to the sensor will add a noticeable tilt fringe pattern to the 

interferogram. Because of the highly reflective sparse-array mask on the sensor, the 

cover glass contribution is compounded, and the imaging lens may also contribute stray 

patterns. 

Static patterns will just alter the DC level and will not influence the measurement, 

but other patterns will phase shift and create noise in the measured wavefront (Ai and 
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Wyant 1988). Wedge in the cover glass, beamsplitter, and reference flat causes their 

stray patterns to have a high frequency. Other high frequency fringes result from out-of

focus reflections off the diverger lens. These fringes are not observed using a 

conventional sensor, where the pixel MTF cutoff is below the fringe frequency, but they 

are easily seen by a sparse-array sensor. Even with a 30 arc-min wedge in the planar 

elements, tilt fringes from stray reflections are still resolved. 

Good anti-reflection coatings are a necessity, and larger wedges would be useful for 

flat components such as the beamsplitter and reference flat. An advanced interferometer 

design would account for the stray reflections from the diverger lens, including their 

propagation through the imaging lens. Future sensors should be constructed without a 

cover glass to eliminate its contribution. Using a dielectric material instead of 

aluminum for the sparse-array mask would help eliminate patterns from multiple 

reflections. 

The appearance of the stray patterns is also dependent on the modulation of the 

primary fringe pattern. Stray fringes will have a larger impact in areas with lower 

modulation. A high frequency fringe pattern [Figure 2.11 (A)] gives a modulation map 

[Figure 2.11 (B)] showing artifacts of the pixel MTF. Dips in the modulation occur at 

regular intervals, at frequencies aliased to the Nyquist frequency. These correspond to 

dips in the pixel MTF (Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5), a result of electronic bandwidth and 

cross talk in the sensor. Without the dips, the overall modulation still decreases from 

center to edge as the spatial frequency increases, though not as strongly. 
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If eight Zernikes (corresponding to tilt, power, and third-order aberrations) are 

removed from the reconstructed wavefront, the remaining image [Figure 2.11 (C)] shows 

artifacts of the modulation map. The artifacts are even sharper when fifteen Zernikes 

are removed [Figure 2.11(D)]. The tilt fringes at 30° from horizontal are from the 

sensor cover glass. 

The wavefront in Figure 2.11 (D) is converted to surface error and histogramed in 

Figure 2.12. The PV is about 1J6, with the variation due to stray patterns on the order of 

1J20 PV. The stray fringe contribution is not significant for calibration to moderate 

accuracy (1J4 PV on the surface). However, other cases have been observed where stray 

patterns come to a focus near the sensor, saturating pixels in the central region that is 

critical for a good SNI reconstruction. 

Using PSI with a large array, rather than SNI, may improve the situation somewhat, 

but not completely. The same stray patterns are recorded in both cases, so any 

improvement must result from higher modulation, which reduces susceptibility to stray 

fringes. The modulation falloff due to the pixel active area would be reduced, since zero 

modulation occurs no lower than the sampling frequency, and modulation at the Nyquist 

frequency is at least 64% [sinc(Ih)]. However, near the Nyquist frequency, there would 

still be a contribution from the electronic frequency response of the camera. Because of 

the high clock rates present in large arrays, the electronic frequency response may be 

even worse than that observed for a standard video camera. 



Figure 2.11. Susceptibility to stray fringe patterns. (A) SNI fringe pattern; 
(B) modulation map; (e) wavefront with eight Zernikes removed (scale ±AJ4); 

(D) wavefront with fifteen Zernikes removed (scale ±lJ6). 
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Figure 2.12. Histogram of Figure 2.11 (D) (defocused sphere, 15 Zernikes removed). 

Vignetting 

When moving from a null to a non-null configuration, vignetting in the 

interferometer optics becomes a problem. Some surfaces cannot be tested without 

vignetting in some portion of the wavefront, with the vignetting not necessarily 

occurring at the edge of the pupil. Figure 2.13 demonstrates this problem, with rays 

shown at p=O.5 and p= 1. In Figure 2.13(A), an aspheric surface is located at the center 

of curvature of its base sphere. The marginal rays suffer total internal reflection (TIR) in 

the diverger lens, while the p=O.5 rays barely make it through the imaging lens. After 

defocusing the part somewhat [Figure 2.13(B)], the marginal rays make it through the 

diverger but vignette on the imaging lens. The rays at p=O.5 now go through the center 

of the imaging lens. With additional defocus [Figure 2.l3(C)], all of the rays make it 
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through the interferometer without vignetting. The p=O.5 rays come to a focus between 

the diverger and imaging lenses, while the p= 1 rays come to a focus between the 

imaging lens and sensor. Both sets of rays are close to vignetting at the imaging lens. If 

the asphericity is increased, this no-vignetting solution will vanish. Additional defocus 

causes the p=O.5 rays to vignette at the imaging lens; now both sets of rays come to a 

focus between the diverger and imaging lenses. 
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p=1 

(0) 

p = 1/2 

Figure 2.13. Vignetting in a non-null interferometer, as the test part is defocused. 
Rays at P=Y2 and p=l are shown. In (A), TIR in the diverger lens blocks the marginal 

rays. The imaging lens vignettes at p=Y2 in (B) and p= 1 in (D). 
Only (C) is unvignetted. 
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Asphericity Limits 

Vignetting behavior and the maximum spatial frequency present in the fringe pattern 

are the factors that limit the range of asphericity that may be measured in a non-null 

interferometer. These factors often work in combination: locating the test part to avoid 

vignetting may result in a steeper wavefront whose maximum spatial frequency exceeds 

the acceptable MTF limit of the sparse-array sensor. 

To illustrate the typical asphericity limits, Table 2.1 lists the properties and behavior 

of several conics. These were studied in a model of the Twyman-Green interferometer, 

using a 4" diameter, f/3 test surface. Positive conics with a surface departure of 300A. 

from the base reference sphere could be tested without vignetting. The spatial 

frequencies in the fringe pattern for this part are acceptable, below the threshold of six 

times the sampling frequency. Increasing the departure results in a partially vignetted 

wavefront for any part location. Positioning a paraboloidal surface (1<:=-1) to avoid 

vignetting will result in a maximum spatial frequency of 1.1 times the sampling 

frequency, more than twice the PSI limit. The steepest negative conic that can be tested 

without vignetting has a departure of -375A., but the maximum spatial frequency for this 

part is greater than ten times the sampling frequency. A departure of -250A. gives a 

marginally acceptable spatial frequency requirement. Clearly the measurement range of 

the instrument is dependent on both the vignetting properties of the system and the MTF 

response of the sparse-array sensors. Parts with other diameters or f/#'s will have a 

different measurement range. 



Conic K Departure (A.) Vignettes? Max frequency (lIxs) 

+4.75 300 No 4.8 
+5.13 325 Yes -----
-1.00 -58 No 1.1 
-4.52 -250 No 5.9 
-5.50 -300 No 7.6 
-7.00 -375 No lOA 
-7.52 -400 Yes -----

Table 2.1. Asphericity limits, 3" f/4 surface. Modulation is 
acceptable for frequencies below six times the sampling 

frequency (l/xs) for the current sensor. 

Part Alignment 
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While vignetting and maximum spatial frequency often dictate the longitudinal 

alignment of the test surface, the transverse alignment is imposed by the location of the 

DC or zero frequency fringe. SNI reconstruction may be started near any multiple of the 

sampling frequency, i.e., at any of the bull's-eyes in Figure 2.8(A). However, starting at 

any pattern but the DC will introduce an extra tilt to the wavefront. This is not 

important if tilt is removed from the measurement but becomes significant if the 

absolute wavefront OPD is used for calibration. Unfortunately, in the sparse-array video 

image, the DC pattern is indistinguishable from patterns at multiples of the sampling 

frequency. Since the human eye does not spatially alias high frequencies, the DC bull's-

eye may be identified by looking at the unsampled fringe pattern. This can be 

accomplished by inserting a screen in the beam or by looking at the pattern on the 

sensor, if accessible. Alternatively, a beamsplitter in the imaging arm could direct some 

of the beam to a standard sensor, which will have poor response to aliased fringes. In 
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any case, the test part should be aligned to place the DC bull's-eye at the center of the 

fringe pattern. 

Non-Null Errors/or SNI Measurements 

A defocused sphere was used to demonstrate the need for calibration of SNI 

measurements (Lowman and Greivenkamp 1994). Large non-null wavefronts were 

generated; tilt and power were removed to expose the aberrations introduced by the 

interferometer optics, as was done for commercial interferometers in Chapter 1. An 

f/3.3 test plate OJlO PV) was used as the test surface for all of these measurements. 

Initially, the interferometer used a cemented doublet for the diverger and a singlet 

for the imaging lens. The resulting errors for this combination were quite large 

(Figure 2.14), as much as 20A. PV and 5A. rms for -150A. of surface departure. This error 

is dominated by third-order spherical aberration from the imaging lens. The errors were 

much lower, though still significant, for positive departures (defocus away from the 

interferometer). At the null (zero frequency) position, there is some aberration resulting 

from the simple interferometer lenses. 

Due to concerns about pupil distortion (discussed in Chapter 3), the singlet imaging 

lens was replaced by a cemented doublet. This reduced the level of error significantly, 

as shown in Figure 2.15. Surface errors of 1.5A. PV and O.25A. rms were introduced for 

surface departures of l50A.. Much of the error is coma and astigmatism, off-axis 
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aberrations that appear due to alignment and fabrication errors in the interferometer, as 

well as the alignment of the part. 

The errors in Figure 2.15 demonstrate the need for calibration. Larger errors may be 

expected when testing steep aspheric surfaces. Significant aberrations will be 

introduced at the test surface itself. The aberrated wavefront propagating through the 

interferometer will then induce higher-order aberrations in the interferometer optics. 

These must be predicted to successfully calibrate non-nuB measurements. The goal of 

this dissertation is to calibrate measurements to better than IJ4 PV, a moderate 

manufacturing tolerance, for aspheric surfaces with 100A. of surface departure from their 

base reference sphere. 
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Figure 2.14. Non-null errors for large departures; singlet imaging lens. 
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Figure 2.15. Non-null errors for large departures; cemented doublet imaging lens. 



CHAPTER 3 

CALIBRATION METHODS AND 

DEFOCUSED SPHERE RESULTS 
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The instrumentation described in Chapter 2 allows measurement of wavefronts with 

departures of several hundred waves. Given the large errors introduced by the 

interferometer optics, calibration of these measurements is essential. Uncertainty in the 

spacings of the interferometer optics, as well as the location of the test part, limits the 

calibration accuracy of conventional ray tracing approaches. 

This chapter describes a new methodology for calibration, as well as results for an 

experimentally-measured defocused sphere. The technique used for calibration is 

reverse optimization, where real wavefront data is used in the merit function of a lens 

design program and optimization is performed to extract the actual prescription of the 

system. Other issues explored include the type of data to use in the program, how to 

enter it into the program, and how to provide additional information that may be 

required to find a unique solution. The definition of the pupil also turns out to be an 

important consideration. A defocused sphere was used to generate the experimental 

data, and reverse optimization was utilized to match the predicted wavefront to the 

experimental measurement. A measurement with a surface departure of 100A. (or 200A. 

wavefront departure) was calibrated to better than IJ4 PV (or IJ2 PV in the wavefront). 
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Reverse Optimization 

The conventional use of a ray trace code is to adjust the prescription of a lens design 

to give the best possible performance. However, the program can also be used to extract 

the prescription of an actual system by using actual measured performance in the merit 

function rather than desired performance. This method is called reverse optimization. 

Reverse optimization has been used successfully to help align high-performance optical 

systems (Jeong, Lawrence, and Nahm 1987; Jeong and Lawrence 1988; Figoski et al. 

1989; Lundgren and Wolfe 1990, 1991). 

In reverse optimization, the performance of the system to be analyzed is first 

measured and entered into the merit function of the design program. The nominal 

system prescription is entered as a starting point, with the unknowns flagged as 

variables. Optimization is started to adjust the prescription of the system. When the 

difference between the predicted and observed performance is minimized, a solution has 

been found for the unknowns. 

When reverse optimizing an interferometer, the location of the test part is always an 

unknown. The prescriptions of the individual interferometer optics may also be varied, 

to fine tune measurements of these parameters. When testing an asphere, the most 

important parameter extracted by reverse optimization will be the shape of the test 

surface (Lowman and Greivenkamp 1995). 

The beauty of reverse optimization it that it treats all error sources together. By 

putting measured wavefront data into the merit function, the part shape can be extracted 
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without actually calculating the error in the wavefront. Furthermore, this process makes 

no assumptions about the magnitude or behavior of the errors, unlike other methods that 

add correction factors to an underlying null measurement. Once the interferometer 

prescription and part location have been found by way of reverse optimization, the 

individual error types may be calculated, if desired. 

Initially, the nominal design of the interferometer was used as a starting prescription 

for the reverse optimization procedure. As discussed in Chapter 2, the interferometer 

was designed with ray tracing in mind, using the simplest optics that were feasible. The 

collimating optics were chosen to give good beam quality, so that their effects could be 

ignored for ray tracing. High quality flat elements eliminated the need to include them 

in the interferometer prescription. Stock cemented doublets were used for the imaging 

and diverger lenses. 

Performance Measure 

The best information to use for reverse optimization is the OPD, since it is the direct 

result of a measurement. By ray tracing both test and reference beams to get their OPL 

at each pupil coordinate, and subtracting to get the OPD, a direct comparison of the ray 

trace and experimental data may be made. The OPL in the design program must be 

referenced to the absolute optical path length of the rays; using a reference sphere 

centered at the exit pupil, or an infinite reference sphere, will introduce significant 

numerical errors, since these use approximations. Both CODE V (Optical Research 
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Associates 1995) and ZEMAX (Focus Software 1995) have the capability to use 

absolute OPL; however, in ZEMAX the OPD reference is defined as a general 

specification, while in CODE V absolute OPL can only be found indirectly by tracing 

individual rays. 

Another approach is to use Zernike polynomials to represent the wavefront, since 

those are easily fit to the data. Placing a Zernike surface in the lens design program will 

cause those terms to be added to the propagating wavefront. If the Zernike surface 

cancels out the wavefront, a null will occur. Optimizing the system with wavefront 

targets set for zero OPD will achieve this condition and give a solution for the 

interferometer prescription. Alternatively, the Zernike coefficients may be directly 

entered into the merit function of a Zernike-based ray trace program. [EIKONAL 

(Rayces 1993) is the only commercially available program that uses Zernikes to 

calculate the merit function; unfortunately, it only handles cos(8) terms, so sin(8) terms 

would have to be added to do reverse optimization with a real wavefront.] 

When using Zernike polynomials, care must be taken in selecting the number of 

terms. Ideally, Zernikes represent an orthogonal set of functions over a circular area; 

however, they are not orthogonal over a discretely sampled set of data. Gram-Schmidt 

orthogonalization is typically used to create orthogonal functions. Small numerical 

errors in this calculation can lead to potentially significant changes in the Zernike 

coefficients when changing the number of terms fit. Table 3.1 shows the first three 

Zernikes (tilt and power), for various orders of fit, for a wavefront with 100A. departure. 
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Surfaces were constructed from these Zernikes, and the differences among them were 

observed. Increasing the fit from three terms to eight resulted in a change of almost 

A110 PV. Scaling the departure down to lA also scales the change down to A11000, so 

this error propagation is not a problem for the small wavefronts typically found in null 

measurements. Likewise, increasing the departure to 200 or 300A will scale up the 

error to 0.2A or O.3A. Increasing the fit from 15 to 36 terms, the PV changes by only 

0.004A. For all of this work, 36 terms will be used. 

# terms fit ZI (pcos8) (A) Z2 (psin8) (A) Z3 (2p2-1) (A) PV Difference vs. 3 term fit (A) 
3 2.391 0.525 52.519 -------

8 2.389 0.515 52.558 0.088 
15 2.387 0.514 52.546 0.067 
24 2.387 0.515 52.545 0.064 
36 2.387 0.515 52.545 0.063 

Table 3.1. First three Zernike coefficients, as a function of number of terms fit. 

Zernikes are used to remove the effect of localized errors, such as scratches and pits 

on the part, that cannot be modeled. Data from the resulting smoothed wavefront is 

used in the merit function of the lens design program. The information removed from 

the measurement by the Zernike fit may be used to identify small defects on the part, 

after reverse optimization has extracted the part shape. This procedure would be 

followed in testing any unknown part. When testing a high quality defocused sphere, 

defects are not a problem. However, fitting Zernikes does remove noise from the 

wavefront. The SNI measurements contained higher fluctuations than those predicted 
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by a A/10 surface, because the sparse-array sensor used to reduce averaging over the 

fringe pattern also reduces averaging over the part surface. 

Another set of information that can be extracted from the wavefront is the Seidel 

aberration coefficients. Seidels may be calculated from Zernike coefficients, including 

angular components to account for non-rotationally symmetric behavior in the system. 

These are not true Seidels, since no field dependence can be found from a single 

measurement. These coefficients are also insufficient for describing the entire 

wavefront because they only contain third-order aberrations. Furthermore, the 

conversion from Zernikes to Seidels is suspect for some terms. Wyant and Creath 

(1992) list the focus term as 

( 3.1) 

and the astigmatism term as 

( 3.2) 

For the focus term, the sign of the (±) is set to minimize the absolute value of the 

magnitude; the sign for astigmatism is opposite that used for focus. 24 has the form 

p2cos26 and Zs goes as p2sin26. The trigonometric identity 

( 3.3) 
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is applied to combine them. However, no information on the sign is provided by (3.3). 

The convention used by Wyant and Creath (1992) yields a wrong result when Z5 = O. In 

this case, p2cos28 may be expanded to p2(2cos28 - 1). Therefore, astigmatism (p2cos28) 

will always have the (+) sign and focus (p2) will have (-), regardless of the values for Z3 

(2p2_l) and Z8 (6p4_6p2+1). However, if the combination 2Z3 - 6Z8 is negative, the 

minimum absolute value convention will result in incorrect signs: focus will be (+), 

astigmatism (-). This convention also has a problem if Z3 = Z8 = 0, since the absolute 

value of the magnitude will be identical for both (+) and (-) signs. Because of these 

discrepancies, the Seidel coefficients returned for a wavefront should only be used for 

qualitative considerations. 

Defining the Reference Wavefront 

Another important consideration in modeling an interferometer is the definition of 

the reference wavefront, since measurements yield the difference between the test and 

reference beams. The conventional method is to trace two rays for each point in the 

wavefront, one through the test arm and one through the reference arm. Subtracting the 

resulting OPL's gives the physically measurable OPD. The two arms may be entered 

simultaneously using the multiple configuration feature, which will be discussed later in 

the chapter. 

There are several drawbacks to this approach. It will triple the number of operands 

in the merit function, since there must be two rays traced and a subtraction for each 
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OPO target. Another complication arises when multiple measurements are used, as they 

will be later in this chapter. Since the size of the interferogram may vary between 

configurations, multiple reference configurations must also be defined with the aperture 

size taking on multiple values. Errors may be introduced if pupil distortion is 

introduced by the diverger lens, since test and reference rays from the same coordinates 

will not overlap in the sensor plane. Pupil distortion is discussed below in more detail. 

An alternative method of defining the reference beam is to use a Zernike phase 

surface on the image plane, a capability found in ZEMAX. Only a single reference 

beam need be used, and any rays may be traced. The Zernike surface is used to 

represent the wavefront due to the reference beam, and it is automatically subtracted 

from the test configurations. In effect, interference is simulated in the program. The 

size of the reference beam is chosen so that it is larger than any test beam on the sensor. 

The test beam will always have the reference beam subtracted at the correct location in 

the sensor plane, regardless of any distortion between the test and reference pupils. 

Consequently, the OPO of the test beam in the design program will directly correspond 

to the physically measurable OPO. 

Zernikes are fit to the reference configuration to force the Zernike surface to match 

the reference wavefront. A sufficient number of rays are traced to ensure a good match. 

For the experimental system, with a cemented doublet used as an imaging lens, eight 

Zernike coefficients nulled the reference wavefront to Al40 PV. Adding another 

rotationally symmetric Zernike coefficient reduces the residual to better than AllOO PV 
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(Figure 3.1). During reverse optimization, the alignment and prescription of the 

imaging optics may change, so the Zernike coefficients must be updated to reflect any 

changes in the reference wavefront. This is done by varying the coefficients during 

optimization and targeting the OPD for the reference beam to be zero. 

By automatically subtracting the reference beam, all program functions are available 

for direct operation on the test beam, including OPD and MTF calculations. Figure 3.2 

shows a sample OPD and MTF for a null measurement of a sphere in a Twyman-Green 

interferometer. Without the automatic subtraction, macros would have to be used to 

extract the test and reference beam OPL's and to subtract them to get the OPD. A 

custom macro would be needed to calculate the MTF instead of the program's well-

tested MTF routine. 

WAVEFRONT FUNCTION 
SUB-NYQUIST INTERFEROMETER 
MON SEP IB 20:YB:39 1995 
0.51Y5 MICRONS AT 0.0000, 0.0000 DEG. 
PEAK TO VALLEY IS 0.0080 WAVES. 

RNDREW E, LOWMRN 

Figure 3.1. Null reference wavefront. 
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Number of Merit Function Targets 

Both the test and reference beams use OPL targets in ZEMAX. (Strictly speaking, 

they are OPD targets, referenced to their chief rays.) Since the goal of this dissertation 

is ').)4 PV, it is desirable to minimize the PV error of the OPL targets. The spacing of 

the rays is determined by Chebyshev polynomials (Press 1986); this is the method used 

by ZEMAX to select its ray spacings for the default PV merit function. 

The number of targets was decided by trial and error. The targets must accurately 

represent the wavefront in the merit function. It is also desirable to minimize any 

optimization problems, which will be discussed later in this chapter. When testing a 

defocused sphere, 7 rings (radial positions) with 8 arms (azimuthal positions) proved 

sufficient, for a total of 56 points. When testing a steep asphere (Chapter 4), however, 

as many as 15 rings were used, for a total of 120 points in each test configuration. For 

the reference beam, 5 rings and 6 arms were sufficient. However, more points were 

often used to maintain an equal number of points in both the test and reference 

configurations. 

For the reference targets, the weights on targets are also important. If they are too 

low, the reference configuration will not be sufficiently nulled and the test configuration 

OPD in the program will not adequately correspond to the physically measurable OPD. 

If the weights are too high, the optimization routine may forego changes in the system 

prescription because of a negligible impact on the reference null, and the reverse 

optimization process may be stalled. In practice, it was found that these weights must 
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be about 100 times those of the OPD targets for the test configurations, assuming equal 

numbers of targets in each test configuration and the reference configuration. 

Setting the goal in terms of PV was a somewhat arbitrary decision; an rms goal 

could have been used instead. Because the optimization works to minimize the rms 

differences between the merit function targets and values, and since the Zernikes used 

minimize the rms wavefront error for each term, rms may have been a better choice for 

specifying a goal. However, PV was chosen because IJ4 PV is a commonly used 

tolerance in an optics shop, particularly since it can be visually extracted from a fringe 

pattern, while rms values are less intuitive. In the case of an rms target, the same 

procedures would be followed, with the exception that the ray spacings would be 

determined by Legendre polynomials (Forbes 1988). 

Stop and Pupil Considerations 

The definition of the stop and pupil are important considerations. The stop must be 

sized and positioned to reflect the actual experimental system. This requires the ability 

to enter the aperture as the actual size of the stop, since other parameters used for 

defining the aperture may change as the prescription is reverse optimized. For example, 

if the test part is moved axially, the entrance pupil diameter will change. ZEMAX has a 

"Float by Stop Size" setting for aperture, but CODE V offers no such option. CODE V 

has a "Set Aperture" command that adjusts the entrance pupil diameter or other aperture 

definition based on the current size of the stop; however, this cannot be done during an 
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optimization cycle. Besides using the stop to define the aperture size, the program must 

correctly aim rays at the actual pupil, regardless of its three-dimensional position. Both 

ZEMAX and CODE V have sufficient ray aiming capabilities. However, because 

CODE V does not allow aperture definition by actual stop size, and since ZEMAX 

offers more powerful Zernike surface features, ZEMAX was chosen for the calibration 

study. In the program, the logical placement of the stop is on the test part, since this is 

the actual location in the experimental system. However, as will be demonstrated 

momentarily, this is not the best location. 

Aberrations of the pupil will cause substantial problems. Pupil distortion is caused 

by the dual nature of the imaging performed by the interferometer: while an infinite 

conjugate beam is relayed through the system to give an appropriate interferogram size, 

the test part (stop) is relayed to the sensor (exit pupil) to minimize Fresnel diffraction 

and to maximize the relation between errors in the wavefront and their relative location 

on the part. 

It is possible to design the interferometer optics to eliminate pupil distortion for null 

measurements, but it cannot be done for all non-null measurements. A 

phenomenological explanation can be found using aberration theory. The origin of 

pupil distortion is coma, as given by 

( 3.4) 

where S v is the Seidel coefficient for pupil distortion, Su is image coma, H is the 

Lagrange invariant, and u is the marginal ray angle (Welford 1986; Shack 1990b). Since 
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the system is nominally on-axis, H = O. Though coma does not show up in the 

wavefront for a well-aligned system, pupil distortion can still be calculated using the 

sine condition, since offense against the sine condition (aSC) is related to coma 

(Conrady 1992). Eliminating coma should minimize pupil distortion. Coma changes 

with a stop shift, so any repositioning of a test part (the stop of the experimental system) 

may affect the coma. The stop shift equation for coma is 

S;I = SII + kES I ( 3.5) 

where SI is spherical aberration and kE is a stop shift factor (Shack I 990a). Since the 

stop of the experimental system is the test part, and because the diverger and imaging 

lenses are used to image the exit pupil on the sensor, any excess spherical aberration in 

either lens will also add coma. 

If the optics are individually corrected for spherical aberration, no coma will be 

introduced due to the stop shift, and the interferometer will be corrected for pupil 

distortion for null measurements. However, in a non-null measurement, spherical 

aberration will be introduced at the test part and will propagate through the system. 

Spherical aberration introduced by the interferometer optics will contribute coma, and 

therefore pupil distortion. Strictly speaking, fifth- and higher-order spherical aberration 

is introduced by the lenses, and (3.5) was derived for third-order spherical aberration. 

However, pupil distortion is easily observed by ray tracing a non-null configuration. 

1 % distortion may seem insignificant, but this is not the case for large wavefronts. 

For 100A. of spherical (p2) departure, 1 % distortion at the edge of the pupil will 
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introduce 2A of error. Aspheric departures (p4, p6, etc.) will cause even greater errors. 

Even if the system were to be perfectly corrected when spherical parts are tested, 

replacing the part with an asphere will always introduce pupil distortion. In simulations, 

2% distortion was frequently present when testing aspheric departures of IOOA, causing 

several waves of error. For departures of 300A, the distortion was as high as 10%. 

The problem is demonstrated in Figure 3.3 using the nominal prescription of the SNI 

interferometer in a lens design program. The stop was on the test part, as it is in the 

physical system, for all cases. Distortion is plotted with respect to the edge of the pupil, 

since this is how the pupil is usually defined in practice. (Pupil distortion may also be 

calculated with respect to paraxial ray locations.) Figure 3.3(A) shows the pupil 

distortion for a null measurement on a sphere. The magnitude of the distortion is as 

high as 0.75%, but since the wavefront is small (lA PV), the maximum error in waves is 

only 0.02A. Figure 3.3(B) shows the same measurement on a defocused sphere (IOOA 

surface departure). The maximum distortion is 1.1 %; in waves, the maximum error is 

I.OA. Figure 3.3(C) uses an aspheric part, with the conic chosen to give IOOA departure 

at the surface. Its distortion magnitude is 1.8%; in waves, the error is 2.0A. 
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Another source of pupil error is definition of the pupil edges. The exit pupil is 

defined by identifying the edges of the interferogram. For null measurements, the edge 

is easily identified by thresholding the modulation, when the modulation is high. For 

non-null measurements, the modulation at the edge can be much lower, since the 

modulation decreases as the fringe frequency increases. In this system, there was also a 

noticeable Gaussian intensity distribution across the beam (since there was insufficient 

laser power to greatly overfill the collimating lens), so the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is 

reduced at the edge of the fringe pattern. Errors in finding the edge will result in a 

shearing error between the actual pupil and the defined pupil. Uniform error in defining 

the edges will result in a radial shear between the actual and defined pupils. If the error 

is asymmetric, a lateral shear error will also be present. For 100 pixels across the radius 

of the fringe pattern, a one pixel error in defining the pupil edge will give the same error 

as 1 % pupil distortion. 

Pupil shearing error is demonstrated in Figure 3.4. Figure 3.4(A) is a profile from a 

simulated aspheric wavefront, containing p2 and p4 functions with toOA. of total 

departure. Figure 3.4(B) shows the effect of a Y2 pixel radial shearing error. The radial 

shear is created by moving the edges of the pupil in by Y2 pixel on all sides; the shear is 

then Y2 pixel on a radius, or 1 pixel across a diameter. The radial shear creates 4.SA. PV 

error. Figure 3.4(C) has a Y2 pixel lateral shear. This pure lateral shear is created by 

moving two parallel edges by Y2 pixel, shifting the centroid by Y2 pixel without changing 

the pupil diameter. The lateral shear gives 8A. PV error. For the same shears on a purely 
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spherical (p2) wavefront, the radial shear would give IA. PV of power error, and the 

lateral shear would give 2A. PV of tilt error. 

Problems with the pupil may be eliminated in the lens design model by moving the 

stop of the interferometer from the test part to the sensor plane. Since the interferometer 

is an on-axis system, moving the stop will only affect the amount of distortion in the 

pupil coordinates. With the stop in the sensor plane, rectangular coordinates defined in 

the model for OPD targets will exactly correspond to rectangular coordinates (pixels) on 

the sensor. The program's ray aiming feature is used to force the rays to be traced 

through the correct locations (pixels) in the stop. Normally, the pupil coordinates are 

defined at the entrance pupil; however, with ray aiming, the program traces these rays to 

the stop and, if they no longer hit the correct points, iterates until they do. Ray tracing is 

much slower because of this iteration. Moving the stop from the test part to the sensor 

in the design program increased the processing time by a factor of four. 

Pupil distortion and edge definition error may still be present, but their effects on the 

calibration are eliminated. Any distortion will change the relation between errors 

identified in the measured wavefront (scratches, pits, etc.) and their actual location on 

the test surface. However, the prescription retrieved through reverse optimization may 

be used to back out the amount of pupil distortion, so the correct locations of these 

errors may be found. Any error in defining the pupil edge will just change the area of 

the part under observation. Fiducials on the part may reduce this error, if greater 

accuracy is desired. 
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Moving the stop to the sensor does introduce one major complication. The pixel 

dimensions become important, since the size of the aperture is now defined by the size 

of the interferogram. Error in defining the pixel size will result in a shearing error 

between the defined and actual pupils. The uniformity of pixel dimensions is also 

important. Uniform pixels are assumed for this work. If there is a significant variation 

in the pixel dimensions across an array, the pixel locations would have to be calibrated. 

The pixel dimensions were measured using a translation stage and a microscope. A 

20X objective and a lOX eyepiece with cross-hairs were used to visually count pixels. 

A micrometer was used to measure the translation required to move 200 pixels along 

one axis. Several sets of data were taken for each axis, giving pixel dimensions of 

23.30 ± 0.011lm (horizontal) by 27.1 ± 0.11lm (vertical). The uncertainty in the vertical 

direction is much larger, a result of a focus change required in the microscope due to a 

wedge in the cover glass. Eliminating the cover glass would reduce this uncertainty to 

the same level as in the horizontal direction. These measurements give an average pixel 

dimension across a row/column and yield no information on the uniformity of the 

dimensions across the array. 

An alternative approach to removing pupil distortion was suggested by Arnold 

(1995). The reference arm is ray traced to the sensor plane, where the measured 

wavefront is applied. Propagating backwards from the sensor through the test arm, 

including both passes through the diverger lens, will result in a collimated beam. Since 

the measured wavefront is applied in the plane of the sensor, no pupil distortion will 
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result. The surface height/phase map feature in CODE V is mature; in ZEMAX it is 

relatively new and more difficult to use, but it works well enough to implement this 

approach. A Zernike phase surface could also be used in ZEMAX. Unfortunately, this 

approach is limited to a single test beam, since the surface grid and Zernike phase data 

cannot be entered as multi-configuration parameters. It turns out that a single 

measurement is insufficient for reverse optimization of an interferometer. Therefore, 

customization of ZEMAX or another program would be necessary to implement this 

suggestion. 

Multiple Configurations 

A single wavefront measurement is insufficient for prescription retrieval, since the 

part location is always an unknown. Without additional information, aberrations 

introduced by the part alignment cannot be separated from errors in the part. For 

example, adding a small decentration (dy) to a p4 asphere introduces coma (p2y): 

p4 = (X2 +y2t =? (X2 +(Y+dy)2r '" ((X2 +y2)+(2dY)Yr '" p4 + (4dy)p2y . (3.6) 

If coma is seen in the measured wavefront, it could be a result of such a decentration, or 

it could be the actual shape of the part. 

Another unknown when testing an asphere may be the base radius of curvature. The 

curvature is easily measured to high accuracy for a sphere using a digital slide and an 

interferometer. However, for an asphere, the base radius is ill defined. For large 

aspheres, a small spherometer may be used to get an approximate base radius, but for 
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small aspheres, the spherometer may be as large as the part. If the base radius is not 

well known, reverse optimization may offer a means to extract it. However, if only a 

single measurement is used, multiple reverse optimization solutions may exist. 

To give additional information to decipher the variables, the mUltiple configuration 

mode of the lens design program is used to enter several sets of data. In multiple 

configuration mode, different sets of design data may be optimized simultaneously. 

This method is frequently used to design zoom systems, where parameters such as 

spacings may take on different values and performance is important for each 

configuration. In this work, the part is moved between data sets, and the wavefront is 

recorded for each position. The movement of the part between data sets is carefully 

measured and entered as a multi-configuration parameter, and wavefront data is entered 

into the merit function for each configuration. (The reference beam is also entered as an 

additional configuration, where the curvatures of the diverger lens and part surface are 

set to zero to create a collimated beam incident on the imaging lens.) The prescription is 

then optimized over all configurations simultaneously. Several possibilities exist for 

moving the part: the part may be translated axially, translated laterally (decentered), or 

rotated. Axial translation is used for all subsequent work. Rotation is also explored in 

Chapter 4. Movement of the diverger and imaging lenses might provide an alternative 

way to orthogonalize the errors, but this was not investigated. 
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Another consideration in the use of mUltiple configurations is the optimization 

behavior. There are a large number of unknowns in the system, as demonstrated in 

Figure 3.5. 13 variables are present from the alignment of the interferometer optics and 

test part; 10 of those are tilts or decenters. Nine more variables come from the Zernike 

representation of the reference wavefront. An additional 14 variables are possible if the 

individual lens prescriptions are included. 

The tilt of the reference flat is also unknown; however, including its small tilt in the 

tilt of the test part will introduce a negligible amount of additional aberration. Another 

unused variable is the imaging lens-to-sensor spacing, which was measured to ±5f.lm 

using a telescoping gauge in the experimental system. The result of all these variables, 

especially the tilts and decenters, was a global optimization problem (nightmare). 

Tilt (2) 
Decentration (2) 

Spacing 

~Clng 

Curvature (3) Curvature (3) 
Thickness (2) Thickness (2) 

Index (2) Index (2) 

Curvature 

Conic 
Tilt (2) 
Decentration (2) 

Figure 3.5. Twyman-Green interferometer, with potential variables for reverse 
optimization. Actual variables used are in bold. 
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The optimization routine would frequently stall in local minima, areas where the 

merit function is smaller than all nearby points in solution space, but larger than the true 

minimum (the global minimum). The problem was minimized by experimenting with 

the number of OPD targets, the number of test configurations, and the size of the 

defocus step. The number of targets was discussed previously. Five test configurations 

were used for all subsequent work; these add eight more tilt variables for reverse 

optimization, but merit function convergence is greatly improved. By trial and error, an 

axial translation step of O.5mm was found to be sufficient for most cases. Besides the 

additional data requirement, the downside of using multiple configurations is a slight 

reduction in the measurement range of the system, since the test beams for all 

configurations must make it through the interferometer unvignetted. 

Two decentration variables were used for all five test configurations. In early work, 

it was found that using decentration as a multiple configuration parameter caused 

problems-the decentration variables ran to extreme values. To eliminate this problem, 

the same decentration was applied to all test configurations. It turns out that the 

excessive decentrations were leveraging an additional spacing change between the test 

configurations, thereby compensating for radial shear in the pupil. After moving the 

stop to the plane of the sensor, adequate results were obtained using the same 

decentrations for all test configurations. In practice, if there is a significant 

misalignment error between the axes of the interferometer and the translation stage at 

the part, decentration must be treated as a multiple configuration variable. 
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Because of the problems encountered with local minima, solutions found using 

reverse optimization were perturbed and reoptimized, to make sure that no other 

acceptable solutions exist. All of the solutions found were in the same area of solution 

space. Local minima are easy to detect, since the difference between the targets and 

values of the merit function operands is much larger than IJIO. Alternate starting points 

were also explored, to ensure that the global optimization problem had been resolved 

satisfactorily. 

Defocused Sphere Calibration Results 

Data from the Twyman-Green interferometer was analyzed. A spherical part was 

defocused 6mm from the null position to provide 200", of wavefront departure, or 100", 

of surface departure. 36 Zernikes were fit to the data, to remove localized errors that 

cannot be modeled in a lens design program. (These will be added back later.) All plots 

are specified in terms of surface error, applying a wedge factor of Y2. 

Removing tilt and power from the wavefront gives the uncalibrated error of the 

measurement. This error is displayed and histogramed in Figure 3.6. PV error is 0.66"" 

while rms is 0.15",. The simplest approach to calibration is to ray trace the 

interferometer, using its nominal prescription and no alignment errors, and subtract the 

predicted wavefront. This removes most of the rotationally symmetric errors from the 

uncalibrated measurement, leaving a residual error of 0.50", PV, 0.080", rms 
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(Figure 3.7). A large amount of tilt was removed after subtracting the predicted 

wavefront. Most of the remaining error is astigmatism and coma. 
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Much better results are obtained by reverse optimizing the interferometer, using the 

design prescription for the interferometer optics and using real data for the OPD targets. 

Potential variables are listed on Figure 3.5. Those actually utilized, the lens spacings 

and alignments, and the test part alignment, are shown in bold. Five test configurations 

were used, with the part translated axially between measurements. When a solution was 

found, it was perturbed and reoptimized, to make sure that no other acceptable solutions 

could be found. For the central test configuration, the difference between the target and 

final value for all merit function OPD operands is histogramed in Figure 3.8. The 

distribution is not symmetric about zero since this plot represents only approximately 

1/6 of the total merit function operands. 
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The wavefront predicted from the reverse-optimized prescription was compared to 

the original measurement; the difference, converted to surface error, is mapped and 

histogramed in Figure 3.9. (The merit function error shown in Figure 3.8 is included in 

the difference.) The PV error is 0.12A, half the goal of IJ4. The rms error is 0.027A. 

Figure 3.9 is only for the central configuration, but the errors in the other configurations 

were comparable. The skew in the histogram about the zero is a consequence of the 

other test configurations in the merit function. 

The surface in Figure 3.9 only contains the difference between the predicted 

wavefront and a smoothed experimental wavefront. When localized errors are added 

back to this map, the result is shown in Figure 3.10. The PV error is about 0.24A, still 

less than IJ4, while the rms increases to 0.034A. The curve is Gaussian, as expected for 

a distribution of random errors. The peak of the distribution is not at zero, because the 

optimization routine has to consider four other test configurations as well as the 

reference. 

The effect of moving the stop to the sensor is apparent. With the stop on the test 

surface, the best results gave 0.5A PV error for 100A of surface departure in the central 

test configuration, with up to 0.7A PV error in the other configurations. Upon moving 

the stop to the sensor, and reverse optimizing the prescription, the error was reduced to 

O.2A maximum for all configurations. The pupil distortion in this system, with a 

defocused sphere as a test part, was at most 1 %, so the improvement would be much 

larger for a steep asphere, where the distortion may exceed 10%. (In earlier work, the 
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results were no closer than 2"- PV error for a surface departure of 25"-. Definition of the 

interferogram edges was the dominant error source. A better edge-finding routine 

eliminated this problem.) 
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Reverse optimization was repeated using more accurate prescriptions for the doublet 

diverger and imaging lenses as a starting point. Unknown parameters in the doublets 

were left as variables in the optimization, since the doublets could only be partially 

characterized. The parameters that could be directly measured for each are the two 

external radii of curvature and the total center thickness of the lens. The latter was 

measured with calipers, to an accuracy of ±O.l mm. The curvatures were measured 

using a digital slide on an interferometer. Each surface was first aligned to give a null 

pattern, then moved to the cats-eye (retroreflection) position. All patterns were analyzed 

visually, since no phase-shifting capability was available at the moment. The distance 

between these positions is the radius of curvature. Due to coma in the transmission 

sphere, the dominant error in this measurement was the position of the cats-eye focus. 

The resulting accuracy was ±O.05mm for the steeper curvatures on the doublets 

(R:::: 34-44mm). For the weak curvatures (R:::: 242-276mm), the accuracy dropped to 

±2mm due a large depth of focus on a fill transmission sphere. Expressed in 

curvatures, the uncertainties ranged from ±O.000027 to ±O.000036 mm-). These 

measurements could be improved by using better transmission spheres (with less coma) 

and phase-shifting interferometry. 

Optimizing the prescription of the interferometer optics provides a marginal change 

in the results (Figure 3.11). Large differences occurring near the edge of the wavefront 

lead to a tail on the left side of the histogram. Note that the distribution is more 

symmetric about the zero than the one in Figure 3.9. The PV error increased slightly 
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from 0.121.. to 0.151.., while the rms dropped from 0.0271.. to 0.0251... To reiterate a 

previous point, PV is not really the ideal measure for this modeling, since standard 

Zernike fitting and least squares optimization minimize the rms difference. PV was 

used because it is more commonly specified in optics shops, and the IJ4 tolerance is a 

typical number. 

The minimal change in the results when the lens prescriptions are included indicates 

that the wavefront from a defocused sphere, though potentially large (2001..), is relatively 

insensitive to the actual prescriptions of the interferometer optics. The implications of 

this will be discussed in Chapter 4. 
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CHAPTER 4 

SIMULATION OF NON-NULL ASPHERIC TESTING 

The purpose of testing a defocused sphere was two-fold. First, successfully 

matching the wavefront would imply that all important aspects of non-null testing had 

been considered. The results of Chapter 3 indicate that this was achieved. Second, 

reverse optimization might prove useful for fine tuning the prescriptions of the 

individual optics of the interferometer. Unfortunately, this was not the case. 

Simulations were conducted to study the sensitivity of the individual lens 

prescriptions to various wavefronts. The results indicate that, in particular, the index of 

refraction of these lenses must be better characterized before testing aspheric parts. 

Further attempts to characterize the indices of the cemented doublets used in the 

interferometer were unsuccessful, and no funding was available for construction of 

custom optics. 

To establish the feasibility of testing aspheres in a non-null interferometer, 

simulations were conducted. An accurate model of an interferometer was developed in 

the lens design program, using simulated manufacturing and alignment errors. This 

model was used to generate wavefront data; the data were then loaded into another file 

for calibration via reverse optimization. Several different parts were evaluated, 

including some with Zemike surface errors. All parts were calibrated to better than 

IJ4 PV, for departures exceeding 100A-. 
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Interferometer Lens Prescriptions 

The minor change between Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.11 suggests that the wavefront 

propagating from a defocused sphere is not very sensitive to the prescriptions of the 

individual optics. The uncertainty on index of refraction in stock lenses is ±O.OOI, the 

standard Schott catalog tolerance. Simulations showed that this level of uncertainty has 

a negligible effect on the measured wavefront when the test part is a defocused sphere, 

so reverse optimization of the interferometer cannot be used to reduce the uncertainty of 

the indices. 

Unfortunately, the index uncertainty needs to be reduced if the interferometer is to 

be calibrated for testing aspheric surfaces. Simulations were conducted to study the 

effect of the index characterization on calibration. A perfect asphere was used to 

generate a wavefront, in the form of a merit function. Reverse optimizing a perfect 

system, with only spacings and the conic as variables, will perfectly recover the 

prescription of the asphere. The indices of the glass were changed by varying amounts, 

and reverse optimization was repeated. The errors in the recovered asphere 

prescriptions were combined using root-sum-square (RSS). For an uncertainty of 

±D.OOI in the indices, 0.33A PV surface error was introduced, more than the IJ4 target 

of this work. The error approximately scaled to the level of uncertainty, so a ±D.OOOI 

uncertainty would give O.033A error. 

Further simulations were conducted to study the feasibility of extracting the indices 

through other means. For example, for each lens, back focal distance measurements 
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could be combined with wavefront measurements taken in a conventional 

interferometer. This information could be used as a merit function, and the lens 

prescriptions could be reverse optimized individually. It was estimated that, with the 

equipment available, the index uncertainty might be reduced to ±O.OOOS, giving an 

automatic 0.17/... error in the calibration attempts. This is a significant handicap for a 

goal of 0.2S/.... A better approach is to use custom elements, so that the glass may be 

characterized before lens fabrication. Standard melt data has an uncertainty of 

±O.00003, which should be more than sufficient for this work. An acceptable substitute 

for custom optics is existing precision optics for which melt data is available, but no 

such optics were available. Instead, simulations were conducted to establish the 

feasibility of calibrating non-null measurements of aspheric surfaces. 

Intetjerometer Model 

A model of an interferometer was developed. A simple lens was designed to give 

good performance. To stay consistent with the existing experimental system, the beam 

diameter and speed were kept the same. This lens was used as both a diverger and 

imaging lens. Simulated interferometer errors were added to make the model as real as 

possible. The procedure followed in "measuring" each part was kept consistent with 

that used for an actual experimental measurement in a non-null configuration. The 

interferometer model was used to generate wavefront data, which was used for 

calibration via reverse optimization. 
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The lens used is shown in Figure 4.1. Its clear aperture is 20mm, while the speed is 

fl2.5. This triplet design gives good CAl20 PV) null performance, which is not necessary 

for the calibration study but may be desirable, for utility, in a real system. Because of 

the small beam, the interferometer model is limited to testing concave surfaces, as was 

the case for the Twyman-Green discussed in the previous two chapters. The part speed 

must be slower than fl2.5, another constraint in the current experimental system. Stray 

reflections were not considered in its design. 

Stray fringes and vignetting behavior were not considered in the design of the 

interferometer model. Stray fringe problems could be reduced by eliminating the sensor 

cover glass, using a wedge of 1.50 in the beamsplitter and reference flat, and applying 

good coatings to the optics. All test surfaces were positioned to avoid vignetting. 

F/3. 1 INCH TRIPLET 
WED SEP 27 Y:31 :28 1995 
TOTRL TRRCK: 66.00800 MM 

LRYOUT 
RNDREW E. LOWMRN 

Figure 4.1. Triplet used as a diverger and imaging lens. 
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Simulated Interferometer Errors 

The model was developed to be as accurate as possible, given the capabilities of the 

lens design program. Manufacturing and alignment errors were considered for the 

interferometer optics, as were uncertainties in the element spacings and the part 

location. Properties of the sensor were also included. Truncation noise was added, 

though specific types of noise in the wavefront were not considered. All of these errors 

constitute noise and were used to create an interferometer model. This model was used 

only to generate wavefront data; a second interferometer file, which uses only the 

nominal prescription, is used for reverse optimization and is referred to as the 

calibration file. 

Precision tolerances were used for the interferometer's simulated manufacturing 

errors. A table of sample tolerance guidelines from Thompson and Hoyle ·(1994) is 

shown in Table 4.1. Their "Premium" tolerances were used, since the aim here is to 

establish feasibility and not to minimize the cost of a prototype. After feasibility has 

been shown, future work will consider loosening the tolerances to make the instrument 

more economical to produce. Because tight tolerances are used, only spacings and the 

part prescription and location are used as variables in the calibration file. (In Chapter 3, 

alignment of the interferometer optics was also considered.) 
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System "Class" Catalog Regular Select Premium Ultimate 

Fabrication 
Radii 5% 1% 0.5% 0.1% 0.05% 
Center Thickness 0.008" 0.005" 0.002" 0.001" 0.00025 (inchesl 
Irregularity 2-114 2-114 1/4-1/8 1/8-1/20 1/50 (fringe) 
Wedge 5 arc-min 1 arc-min 20 arc-sec 5 arc-sec 1 arc-sec 

Assembly 
Airspaces N/A 0.001" 0.0005" 0.00025" 0.0001 (inches) 
Tilt 5 arc-min 1 arc-min 20 arc-sec 5 arc-sec 1 arc-sec 
Decenter 0.004" 0.002" 0.001" 0.00025" 0.0001 (inchesl 

Table 4.1. Tolerance minimum limits guidelines (Thompson and Hoyle 1994). 

For many parameters, the design tolerances are not as important as the uncertainty in 

characterization. The radii of curvature, element thickness, and possibly even the index 

of refraction will be measured after any lenses have been fabricated. Therefore, for 

fabrication, the tolerances for these parameters may be significantly looser for an actual 

system. 

For the index, uncertainty of ±O.00003 was assumed; this is the standard melt data 

precision. The larger of ±5f..lm or 0.01% was used as an uncertainty in the radius of 

curvature. According to Table 4.1, making a lens to this accuracy may be impossible 

using current technology. With a phase-shifting interferometer and a distance 

measuring interferometer, measurement accuracy of 0.01 % is easily obtained; for a 

radius of curvature less than 100mm, the accuracy is limited to a few microns 

(Selberg 1992). For the element thicknesses, ±25f..lm was used, although better 

precision is possible. 
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Collimated beam quality was assumed to be IJ20 PV; given the performance of the 

triplet design with "Premium" tolerances, this is not a problem. For completeness, the 

beam quality was included in the model, assuming IJ20 defocus error. This was applied 

to a Zemike phase surface before the diverger lens. A surface irregularity of IJ20 was 

applied to every lens surface, assuming that the error was pure astigmatism. This was 

modeled using toric surfaces. 

The spacings between the lenses and the sensor will be variables in the reverse 

optimization. Using fiducials on the mounts and careful measurements with a 

telescoping gauge, the spacings between the lenses and the beamsplitter mount could be 

measured to ±50llm. An uncertainty of ±lOOllm was assumed for these parameters. 

This gives a combined uncertainty of ±200llm for the diverger-to-imaging lens spacing. 

In a real system, the lens spacings would be measured initially, while subsequent 

positions could be read from an encoder on each translation stage. Between the imaging 

lens and the sensor, the airspace could be measured to ±lOllm. To compensate for 

uncertainties in the lens power, as discussed in Chapter 3, the sensor spacing was 

measured relative to the focal point of the imaging lens. 

Tight tolerances are also used for alignment of the interferometer components. 

These are justified by the commercial availability of precision alignment tools and 

optics. Resolutions to 0.1 arc-sec are attainable with a modem electronic alignment 

telescope (Creath 1994). Catalog items include mirrors flat to ')J20 PV, kinematic 

mounts with a repeatability of 1 arc-sec, a comer cube with a deviation less than 
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0.5 arc-sec, and a pentaprism giving a 90° reflection with ± 3 arc-sec deviation. The 

latter is useful for defining the imaging arm axis for alignment of the beamsplitter. 

Fabricating a plano-convex element, with a "Premium" wedge tolerance (5 arc-sec) and 

reflective coatings, would allow iterative alignment of both tilt and decenter in the 

diverger and imaging lens mounts. Since no zoom optics are included in the 

interferometer design, both the imaging lens and camera must be translated to focus the 

part onto the sensor and give an appropriate beam size. Precision catalog stages were 

selected for these components based on their expected travel requirements. Wobble 

from these stages was also considered as an alignment error. 

The alignment tolerances used were ± 15/lm for decentration and ± 20 arc-sec for tilt 

of the diverger and imaging lenses. The sensor tilt could be aligned to ±5 arc-sec, since 

it is flat and insensitive to small decentrations. The reflective mask on the sparse-array 

sensor, which contributed to the stray fringe problems discussed in Chapter 2, does 

provide one benefit: it serves as a mirror for easy alignment. 

It is also important to align the test mount to the optic axis of the interferometer. 

Tilt and decentration of the part are variables in the reverse optimization procedure, so 

tight tolerances are not critical. Tilt must be adjusted when "testing" the part, so 

1 arc-sec resolution is assumed. A change of less than 1 arc-sec between data sets 

(configurations) was assumed, based on observations of flat elements translated for 

alignment on other interferometers. The centration repeatability of a catalog claw mount 

was listed as 0.125 inches, so 0.25 inches was used for the test mount. Since the part 
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must be translated to provide additional information, as discussed in Chapter 3, a digital 

slide is used to carry the mount. Tolerances of ± 15J.lm for decentration and ± 20 arc

sec for tilt were used for alignment of the slide relative to the axis of the interferometer. 

In the model, this alignment is considered separately from the part alignment, to factor 

in sine errors that affect the magnitude and direction of translation. 

A digital slide is important not only for measuring axial translations between 

measurement configurations, but also for providing additional information on the part 

curvature. For an asphere, the base radius of curvature is difficult to measure. Without 

fixing the curvature, a severe global optimization was observed. There were just too 

many potential solutions for the radius and asphericity. To resolve this dilemma, an 

additional measurement was taken at the cats-eye or retroreflection position, where the 

test part is brought to the diverger focus. This position could be found accurately by 

tweaking the part position and observing the phase-shifted wavefront. The axial 

translation from the diverger focus to the regular testing position would be read off the 

digital slide and entered into the design program. An uncertainty of ± lOJ.lm is assumed 

for this parameter. 

Several alternative approaches to this method are possible. Rather than carefully 

finding the cats-eye position, the wavefront from an approximate cats-eye position could 

be entered as an additional configuration of the calibration file. Using the wavefront 

would also avoid a large spacing uncertainty if there is significant aberration at the 

cats-eye position, such as that occurring when using a partial null lens to reduce the 
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slope from an extremely steep asphere. Another possibility is to replace this axial 

measurement with a different measurement of the part, such as a profile across one 

diameter. 

A series of measurements with axial translation alone turns out to be insufficient for 

testing parts with asymmetric surface errors. As discussed below, Zernike surface errors 

were added to the parts and included as variables for reverse optimization. To give 

additional information, a precision rotation stage was assumed for the test mount. A 

precision catalog stage gave 2J.lm concentricity and 0.010 resolution, so these numbers 

were incorporated into the model. Lateral translation might also be applied to the part to 

try to remove the ambiguity. 

All of these errors were added randomly to the interferometer model. The numbers 

were scaled by random numbers between zero and one. (These were not truly random, 

since the numbers were weighted more heavily toward one.) Different errors were 

added to the diverger and imaging lenses, though they had the same design and likely 

would have been fabricated at the same time. The only exception is the index of 

refraction, which is contained in a new glass type that adds the uncertainty to the catalog 

index value. Since the same glass type is used for both lenses, both would likely use 

glass from the same melt. The model containing these errors was used to generate 

wavefront data for calibration. 

Errors due to the pixel dimensions were also considered. Recall that the dimensions 

are important when the stop in the lens design program is placed on the sensor plane. 
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An error of ±O.OIJ.lm was added to the pixel dimensions. This error is based on the 

uncertainty found in measuring pixel dimensions, using a microscope to count 200 

pixels and a micrometer to measure the total translation. The pixel dimensions were 

23.30J.lm X 27.20J.lm, the dimensions measured experimentally. This error was added 

by scaling the pupil coordinates after the wavefronts were written out from the 

interferometer model. 

Truncation noise was added by rounding the output wavefronts to the nearest IJI0; 

individual noise sources were not considered. In practice, surface roughness and noise 

from stray fringes and other sources would be minimized in the data used for reverse 

optimization. These would be removed from the raw data by the smoothing used to 

subtract localized errors. 

The simulations did not consider the effects of localized errors. Since holes, 

scratches, and other localized variations on the part cannot be modeled in a lens design 

program, they must be removed from the data before applying the calibration step. 

Zernike polynomials provide a convenient means to smooth the wavefront. After the 

part asphericity and low frequency errors (Zernike surface errors) are extracted by 

reverse optimization, the localized variations would be added back to the part error map. 

The localized error map may require computer manipulation to obtain the correct 

locations of the errors on the part surface. Pupil distortion will create a magnification 

error between features on the test surface and their locations in the exit pupil (sensor). 

Since the prescription is well known after reverse optimization, the distortion may be 
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calculated and the localized error map may be corrected for it. If the sensor is not 

conjugate to the test part, the relative positions of the localized errors may also change. 

For example, the radial position of a scratch may be outside the position of a hole on the 

test surface. At the exit pupil, the scratch will still reside farther from the optic axis than 

the hole. However, if the sensor is located a large distance from the exit pupil, the 

propagation of the wavefront may cause the scratch to appear inside the hole. Ray 

tracing the pixel locations back to the test part will allow the localized errors to be 

correctly remapped to the part. 

Simulated Measurement Procedure 

The simulated procedure for testing a part accurately mimics a real measurement. 

These steps are conducted with the accurate interferometer model, which includes noise 

from manufacturing tolerances and other sources. 

(1) Enter the part curvature, asphericity, and surface errors. 

(2) Add a random decentration. 

(3) Place the stop on the part. The part diameter defines the stop diameter in the 

experimental system. 

(4) Find a good measurement position, where the beam is not vignetted in any 

configuration. An axial translation of Y2mm is used between configurations. 

(5) Position the test surface at the diverger focus. 
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(6) Translate the surface to its measurement position, recording the distance traveled for 

future use. 

(7) Adjust the tilt to make the part approximately normal to the optic axis; this is 

equivalent to centering the DC bulls-eye in the interferogram. Add random errors to the 

tilt between test configurations. 

(8) Optimize the position of the imaging lens and sensor, to get the exit pupil on the 

sensor with an approximately 6mm diameter beam for the central test configuration. 

Record the final values of the spacings. 

(9) Center a dummy surface, next to the image plane, on the optic axis by adjusting its 

centration. The stop will be transferred to this surface in step (13). 

(10) Optimize the Zernikes on the image plane, to null out the reference beam. 

(11) Check for vignetting and calculate the maximum spatial frequency in the fringe 

patterns; if a problem exists, return to step (4). 200 pixels across a diameter were 

assumed for the spatial frequency computation. Either sensor characterized in Chapter 2 

would give acceptable (10%) modulation at 6 times the sampling frequency; one sensor 

could go up to 8 times the sampling frequency. 

(12) Record the aperture sizes for the five configurations. 

(13) Move the stop to the dummy surface by the image plane. Points defined in the 

stop will now correspond directly to pixel coordinates, without concerns over pupil 

distortion or shear. Enter the aperture sizes from step (12). Each configuration now has 

a different aperture size. 
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(14) Add rotations for the test surface in the first and last test configurations. A bug in 

the program caused problems when ray tracing a rotated stop, so this step must be 

performed after moving the stop to the sensor plane. The small concentricity error used 

for the rotation stage (2J.lm) causes a negligible change in the beam diameter on the 

sensor as the part is rotated. 

(15) Recheck the spatial frequencies. Pupil distortion affects the locations of the rays 

traced in step (11). A real fringe pattern is recorded using the locations of pixels, which 

correctly correspond to the rays defined when the stop is in' the plane of the sensor. If 

the spatial frequencies are too high, return to step (3). 

(16) Write out the wavefronts for the five test configurations. Selected points are 

written out, in the form of a merit function file. 

(17) Add noise to the OPD's in the merit function file. Scale the pupil coordinates to 

simulate error in the pixel dimensions. 

Calibration Procedure 

The following steps are followed using the calibration file, which uses the nominal 

prescription of the interferometer. 

(18) Enter the part's axial position [from step (6)], lens spacings [from step (8)], and 

aperture sizes [from step (12)]. 

(19) Null out the Zemikes for the reference configuration by optimizing them for zero 

OPD. 
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(20) Start with the part on-axis. Enter the test part as a sphere, using the axial position 

as the radius of curvature. In practice, the design value would be chosen. A sphere was 

used to make sure that there were no further global optimization problems. 

(21) Read in the merit function file. 

(22) Set the variables. These include part prescription (curvature, conic constant, and 

any Zernike coefficients), decentration (2), tilt (2 for each test configuration for a total 

of 10), interferometer lens spacings (2), and diverger-focus-to-part separation. The 

latter is a necessary to allow for measurement uncertainty. Several Zernikes on the 

image plane are also variable, since the reference wavefront will change if the imaging 

lens-to-sensor distance is changed. 

(23) Optimize! 

(24) Compare the final values to the targets in the merit function. If the differences are 

small, on the order of All 0, a good solution has been found. If not, a local minimum has 

been encountered, and further optimization is necessary. 

(25) Compare the extracted part to the original. 
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Parts Tested 

A list of parts tested is shown in Table 4.2. All of these parts are concave, conic 

aspheres. Both positive and negative conics were tested for most parts. The largest part 

is four inches in diameter. The results for some parts were compared to those found 

through conventional ray tracing. 

To be consistent with the stated goal of IJ4 PV for 100A. departure, most of the parts 

have 100A. departure. The bulk of these parts are f/3, for various diameters. Two slower 

(f/5) parts were also tested, as were two f/3 parts with 25A. departure. Two parts with 

steeper departures, 200A and 300A, were included to discern any trends for larger 

departures. 

In practice, the wavefront would be smoothed using Zernike polynomials to isolate 

localized errors, which cannot be modeled. The remaining, low frequency, errors cannot 

Diameter (mm) f/# Conic Constant (K) Departure (A) 
50.8 3 -3.57420 -100 
50.8 3 3.24408 100 
50.8 3 -0.86119 -25 
50.8 3 0.84058 25 
50.8 5 -17.42419 -100 
50.8 5 14.81925 100 
101.6 3 -1.74356 -100 
101.6 3 1.66110 100 
25.4 3 -7.51688 -100 
25.4 3 6.19176 100 
50.8 3 -7.51688 -200 
50.8 3 -11.87178 -300 

Table 4.2. Parts used for asphere testing simulations. 
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be assumed to come only from interferometer-induced aberrations, since surface shape 

errors also take these forms. Consequently, these errors were included in the 

simulations. 

Zernike surface errors were applied to some of the parts. These include astigmatic 

and comatic terms, as well as a rotationally symmetric (p4) term. Zernikes were applied 

using a Zernike surface type for the test part in the interferometer model. In the 

calibration file, these same coefficients were variables. Zernikes can be entered on a 

Zernike sag or Zernike phase surface in the program. However, the only way to avoid 

adding these Zernike errors to the reference beam is to use the sag-type surface for the 

test part (mirror) and to place the mirror on a different surface for the reference 

configuration. Since the program does not support polynomial aspheric terms on a 

Zernike surface type, p4 errors were modeled using combinations of Z3 (2p2 -1) and Zs 

(6p4_6p2+1). The Zernike terms applied to some parts are listed in Table 4.3. Typical 

values are also shown as surface sags and, for completeness, their phase equivalents. 

The lens design program was used to quickly evaluate the error in the extracted part. 

The ideal surface was defined as a mirror in a separate file, with the object at its center 

of curvature. The image plane was given the base curvature of the part. (Absolute OPL 

was used as the reference OPD, as it was for all other lens design files.) A Zernike 

phase surface on the image plane was optimized to null out the wavefront at the part; 

this is similar to the Zernike null used for the reference beam in the interferometer 

model and calibration files. Replacing the ideal parameters with their reverse optimized 
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Zernike Term Z4 Z5 Z6 
Form p2cos2q> p2sin2q> (3p2 -2)cosq> 

Seidel Equivalent Astigmatism Astigmatism at 900 Coma 
Sample Sag 0.00 1544mm 0.000103mm -0.001029mm 

Phase Equivalent 3A. 0.2A. -2A. 

Zernike Term Z7 Z8 Z3 
Form (3p2 -2)sinq> 6p4-6p2+1 2p2_1 

Seidel Equivalent Coma at 900 Spherical FocuslPower 
Sample Sag 0.000257mm 0.001286mm 0.003859mm 

Phase Equivalent 0.5A. 2.5A. 7.5A. = 3*Z8 

Table 4.3. Zernike surface errors, including typical values used. 

values yields the error in the part (multiplied by two, since the part surface is a mirror). 

Because the impinging wavefront is centered at the part's center of curvature, and errors 

normal to the surface are desired, there is a minor approximation in this approach. For 

an fiLS part with 1200A. departure, the approximation is better than 1 %, so this method 

is acceptable. The alternative is a complex mathematical subtraction, which is further 

complicated by the application of Zernike errors. 

Besides the error in the part shape, there is also error in matching the "experimental" 

wavefront in the calibration file. The predicted wavefront was written out of the design 

program for the calibration file and compared to the "measured" wavefront from the 

interferometer model using custom software. This error was added to the part shape 

error, which was also written out of the design program. The combination was used to 

determine PV and rms errors. 
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At one point, coma that should have been generated by the interferometer optics, as 

a result of decentration of the test part, appeared in the Zernike coefficients on the part. 

Figure 4.2(A) shows error in the part shape for the good solution; the alternative is 

shown in Figure 4.2(B). Restricting the part centration tolerance to ±50llm halved the 

error in the alternative solution, but the error was still a factor of five larger than in the 

primary solution. To eliminate this alternative solution, the part was rotated 1800 in the 

first and last (fifth) test configurations, rather than make assumptions about the nature of 

the fabrication errors. In null testing with a compensator, coma is often assumed to be a 

result of the null lens alignment, and the null lens is adjusted until coma is minimized 

(Dente 1983; Burge 1993). In conventional ray tracing, coma may be simply removed 

from the wavefront, ignoring the possibility of coma-like surface figure errors (Kurita 

1989). 

The testing simulations for all of the parts in Table 4.2 used the accurate 

interferometer model. To see what problems might exist for faster parts, a quick 

simulation was conducted using an fl1 diverger lens. The model of this interferometer 

included only uncertainty in the index of refraction. 
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Figure 4.2. Two reverse optimization solutions: 
(A) good solution, with less than IJ4 PV wavefront error; 
(B) alternative solution, with excessive coma on the part. 
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F/3 Simulation Results 

A plot of the results, showing both PV and rms errors, is shown in Figure 4.3. For 

all of these parts, the error was less than IJ4 PV and 0.121.. rms. Where several 

simulations were conducted, using different starting points to ensure that no other 

acceptable solutions existed, the worst case result is shown. This graph indicates that, at 

least for f/3 or slower parts, 1001.. departure can be calibrated to better than IJ4 PV. No 

trend is discernible for the data, besides increasing rms for increasing PV. The points 

for the two f/5 parts lie in the midst of those for the f/3 parts of the same departure. 

Comparing the f/3, 1001.. departure points using the part diameters also fails to reveal 

any pattern. 
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Figure 4.3. Simulation results. 
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Though the goal was 1J4 PV at 100A. departure, surfaces with 200A. and 300A. 

departure were also examined. The error was expected to scale up with these values, but 

the results did not show any increase over the other points in Figure 4.3, and both 

surfaces were calibrated to better than 1J4 PV. 

A surface with SOOA. departure was also attempted, unsuccessfully. A problem 

occurred when moving the stop from the test part to the image plane, before writing out 

the wavefront-the program gave ray tracing errors. The pupil distortion for this case 

was as much as 80% relative to the edge of the interferogram. Plotting ray height, 

normalized to the edge value, versus pupil coordinate (Figure 4.4) shows linear behavior 

for 300A. departure but a significant deviation from linear for the SOOA. part. 

Examination of the encircled energy for the SOOA. case also reveals a large hole in the 

center of the beam (Figure 4.5). Although such an intensity distribution could be 

overcome experimentally, by splicing together several measurements taken with 

different intensity levels, the ray tracing failure due to the huge distortion would 

preclude calibration. This problem suggests that pupil distortion must be considered 

alongside vignetting and spatial frequency content in determining the measurement 

range of the interferometer. Use of a field lens may provide enough control of pupil 

distortion to eliminate ray tracing problems and difficult-to-record intensity distributions 

(Offner and Malacara 1992). It may also be possible to define an interferometer with 

less sensitivity to pupil distortion. 
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To study the nature of the residual error in Figure 4.3, power (defocus) was 

subtracted from each error map. The results plotted in Figure 4.6 show a much lower 

level of error, less than IJ8 PV and 0.03A. rms error for all parts. Excluding the 300A. 

case, all points have less than IJlO PV and 0.02A. rms error. The apparent trend is for 

increasing error with increasing departure: the 25~ points give the best performance, 

while the 300A. case is the worst. The 200A. case lies amongst the 100A. data. Like the 

results in Figure 4.3, no pattern is found for the f/# or diameter. 

These results suggest that the dominant error contributed by the interferometer 

optics is power, due to the uncertainty in power of the individual lenses. If that 

uncertainty could be reduced, IJ8 PV or better calibration accuracy may be attainable. 

The primary sources of power error are the index of refraction and curvatures of the 

lenses. The index uncertainty of ±O.00003 is the melt data that comes with the glass. 
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Figure 4.6. Simulation results, with power removed from the residual error. 
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Perhaps an order of magnitude improvement could be achieved, using advanced index 

of refraction measurement techniques developed for the micro lithographic industry 

(Bruning 1994). At this level of accuracy, the homogeneity of the index may become 

important. According to Thompson and Hoyle (1994), homogeneity within an element 

is ±O.000002 for "Premium" class, while it is only ±O.OOO 1 for the cheapest grade of 

glass. Within a melt, the "Premium" value rises to ±O.00002, so each piece of glass may 

have to be characterized separately. 

The radius of curvature tolerance of ±5J.1m could also be improved. The dominant 

error in measuring the radius on an interferometer is uncertainty in the position of the 

cats-eye focus, a result of coma in the transmission sphere. This error could be 

minimized by using a custom, coma-corrected transmission sphere. 

For several cases, calibration was repeated using the conventional ray tracing 

approach. The designed part (curvature and asphericity) was entered on-axis into the 

calibration file. The predicted wavefront was subtracted from the "measured" 

wavefront, giving an estimate of the surface shape error. The was compared to the 

actual part, including Zernike surface errors. Tilt was subtracted, since the part 

alignment can introduce significant tilt, and tilt does not contribute to image quality. 

For a 100A. departure, one case gave a PV error of 0.27A., twice the error found 

through reverse optimization though still close to the IJ4 goal. Since the interferometer 

lens spacings are not extracted as they are using reverse optimization, only nominal 

values may be used for ray tracing. Perturbing these values, within their measurement 
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uncertainties, caused the error to vary between 0.14A. PV (0.022A. rms) and 0.44A. PV 

(0.084A. rms). The reverse-optimized results give consistently lower PV error (0. 13A.), 

but their rms error (0.066A.) falls midway between the extremes found for conventional 

ray tracing. For 300A. departure, the PV error increased to 0.6A. for the conventional ray 

tracing approach. 

The level of errors found for conventional calibration was much lower than 

expected, particularly the amount of off-axis errors. The reason for this behavior is the 

alignment of the test part during the simulations. When making the center of the part 

approximately normal to the test wavefront, which simulates centering the DC fringe 

pattern, the diverger lens is used on-axis with only the incident collimated beam laterally 

shifted. This is illustrated in Figure 4.7(A). To look at behavior when the diverger is 

used off-axis, as in Figure 4.7(B), an additional simulation was conducted using the two 

inch, f/3 part with 100A. departure. 

(A) 

~ ~im 
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f§Z2:! __ _ 

~ ------- ----- -----~~ - - --------------

mmm ~ ~ 
Figure 4.7. Diverger and imaging lens used (A) on-axis and (B) off-axis. 
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The result was another global optimization problem-since the tilt was large, the 

program had a hard time staying out of local minima. The solution was to try several 

starting points. The magnitude of both tilts (x and y) was set using the maximum 

expected tilt (0.10 in this case). The signs of the tilts were varied, placing them in all 

four quadrants. When the correct quadrant was chosen, reverse optimization found a 

solution. In the presence of large tilts, several starting points may be needed to find a 

good solution. This will increase the time required for calibration; however, it is still 

significantly faster than building a null lens. The local minima will not be confused 

with the desired solution, since they give very large merit functions, with differences 

much greater than 0.1"- between the merit function operand targets and values. 

The reverse optimized results for this case gave 0.17"- PV and 0.06"- rms, 

comparable to the earlier results. Again, power error is the dominant component; 

removing it drops the error to 0.067"- PV and 0.012"- rms. Ray tracing the 

interferometer using the conventional approach, and removing several hundred waves of 

tilt, leaves 5.7"- PV and 0.84"- rms error, more than an order of magnitude greater than 

the previous worst case. Subtracting power gives little improvement, since the error is 

dominated by off-axis aberrations. The decentration of this part was on the order of 

50llm. Parts with 250llm decentration were successfully calibrated using reverse 

optimization, but could introduce enormous errors if calibrated using the conventional 

ray tracing approach. 
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These results demonstrate convincingly that reverse optimization does remove 

aberrations introduced by the part alignment, while conventional ray tracing does 

nothing to remove their influence and can lead to large errors. 

Polynomial Asphere 

The results of the previous section were for conic aspheres only. To see if any 

complications may arise when testing a more general asphere, polynomial asphere terms 

were studied. The part prescription was copied from a real aspheric lens, a component 

of a forward looking infrared (FUR) eyepiece. The part has a diameter of 57.6mm, 

curvature of -177.5mm (Ft3.1), K=25.33, A=9.69E-7, B=-3.3E-1O, and C=6.3E-13, 

where A, B, and C are the coefficients for p4, p6, and p8, respectively. No Zernike 

surface errors were included, since ZEMAX does not permit polynomial asphere terms 

on a Zernike surface. (The polynomial terms could be represented using Zernikes, but 

the even asphere surface type was more expedient.) 

Proper positioning of the part gave a maximum fringe frequency of 3.2 times the 

sampling frequency, or about half our MTF threshold. Unfortunately, the maximum 

pupil distortion was 20%, causing ray tracing errors when moving the stop from the part 

to the sensor in the lens design program. The aperture was reduced to 80% to avoid this 

problem. 

Reverse optimization of this part gave an error of 0.42A. PV and 0.06A. rms. The 

majority of the error occurred at the edge of the part; using 96% of the part reduced the 
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PV error to 0.0941... Since optimization minimizes the RSS error of the merit function 

operands, a few large errors at the edge of the wavefront may be ignored in favor of a 

better fit through the other operands. The number of targets used for the simulations 

was determined by trial and error, using a conic asphere as the test surface and using the 

same error-free interferometer to both generate wavefront data and calibrate the data. 

Increasing the number of OPD targets near the edge of the part would probably force a 

better solution for polynomial aspheres, but this was not explored. 

FIJ Simulation Results 

A simple simulation was run for an fll part. A five-element fll lens was designed to 

give good performance. Only index of refraction error was added to the interferometer 

model, since this was the simplest error to model-a glass type with a perturbed index 

had already been created for use in the f/3 interferometer. A two-inch diameter, fI1 part 

was used. Its conic constant of -0.0993 gave 1001.. departure. [For comparison, a 

parabola (K = -1) gives a departure of 900 to 10001.., too large to make it through the 

interferometer without vignetting.] A starting point was selected near the actual 

prescription of the part, since the wavefront from a sphere at the correct axial position 

would not come close to propagating through the interferometer. The reverse 

optimization process was much slower for this case, but an acceptable solution was 

found, giving a residual error of 0.221.. PV and 0.11 A rrns. Removing power from the 
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residual reduces the error to O.037A. PV and O.008A. rms, indicating that power 

uncertainty is again the dominant error source. 

Discussion 

The simulations conducted in this chapter were designed to accurately reflect testing 

that could be conducted on a real interferometer. The interferometer model used to 

generate wavefront data included the effects of manufacturing tolerances and alignment 

errors, as well as a few other noise sources. The procedure used to obtain data was 

patterned after the steps used in taking real interferometric measurements. The 

wavefronts generated in a lens design program were entered into the merit function of 

another lens design file, which contained only the nominal prescription of the 

interferometer. Reverse optimization was applied to extract the part shape. These 

simulations were primarily limited to concave, f/3 conic aspheres. 

Several minor complications to the testing procedure were identified. When testing 

an asphere, the base radius of curvature is difficult to quantify, and additional 

information was necessary to correctly calibrate the measurement. This information was 

provided by the distance from the cats-eye focus to the testing position. Additional 

knowledge was needed to resolve the ambiguity between off-axis aberrations and 

asymmetric errors in the shape of the test part. Rotation of the test part was used to 

eliminate this concern. Clearly, a non-null test of an asphere will involve more 

measurements than a comparable null test using auxiliary optics. 
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Some limitations were also identified relating to the slope of the test surface. A 

surface with a departure of som .. introduced so much pupil distortion that the 

interferometer could not be ray traced when the stop was moved to the sensor. This may 

provide a limitation on how much asphericity may be measured without using auxiliary 

optics, or it may be mitigated by a better interferometer design. When testing a 

polynomial asphere, the number of data points used in these simulations proved to be 

insufficient for calibration to IJ4 PV. Using additional data points in the steepest region 

of the part may alleviate this problem. 

Despite the increased complexity of the measurements and the problems 

encountered for simulated testing of very steep surfaces, the calibration results are 

promising. For simulated testing of conic aspheres with departures up to 300"-, all 

measurements were calibrated to better than IJ4 PV. The dominance of power in the 

residual calibration error suggests that even greater accuracy may be possible. Had the 

results indicated that these levels of accuracy were unattainable, further work on this 

project would be unwarranted. However, the positive results provide a strong 

motivation for additional research on calibration of non-null measurements and the 

design of non-null interferometers. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 

The results suggest that calibrating non-null measurements of aspheres is feasible, 

and additional research on this problem is warranted. 

Removing the null restriction greatly facilitates the testing of aspheres. A general 

aspheric interferometer would permit steep aspheres to be tested without auxiliary 

optics, offering the potential to use aspheres in applications where null optics are 

prohibitively expensive. Sub-Nyquist interferometry (SNO is one method for measuring 

non-null wavefronts; experimental results show that SNI can record wavefronts with 

hundreds of waves departure from a reference sphere. 

Reverse optimization provides a means of accurately extracting the shape of an 

aspheric part from a series of experimentally-measured wavefronts. A defocused sphere 

proved to be insufficient for accurately extracting the prescription of a simple 

interferometer, but it was useful for identifying all of the parameters necessary for 

successful calibration. Reverse optimization matched the wavefront from a defocused 

sphere to better than IJ4 PV for 100A. departure from a base reference sphere. 

Simulations were conducted to establish the feasibility of calibrating measurements 

of aspheres. For several concave f/3 parts, the measurements were calibrated to better 

than IJ4 PV for lOOA. departure. Parts with 200A. and 300A. departure were also 

calibrated to the same level of accuracy. Conventional ray tracing approaches can 

introduce several waves of error to the measurement. 
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In Chapter 1, phase-shifting interferometry and the conventional approaches to 

testing steep aspheres are reviewed. None is completely satisfactory, and the cost and 

time associated with asphere testing is a major impediment to widespread application of 

aspheric surfaces. Non-null measurements eliminate these problems, but these 

measurements require calibration to separate aberrations in the wavefront from surface 

figure information. Non-null errors were demonstrated for relatively small departures in 

a commercial interferometer, indicating that high accuracy is achieved only when few 

fringes are present in an interferogram. 

SNI has the simplest hardware requirements of the non-null approaches and is used 

for the experimental work described in Chapter 2. A simple interferometer was 

constructed to study the calibration problem. The behavior of this non-null 

interferometer was characterized, including vignetting limitations and susceptibility to 

stray fringes. The sensor response was calibrated using interferometry. Wavefronts 

with up to 40011. departure were recorded and successfully reconstructed using SNI. A 

defocused sphere was used to demonstrate the necessity of calibration for a large 

wavefront. 

Chapter 3 discusses the calibration methodology. The approach used is reverse 

optimization, where the system performance is measured and the actual prescription is 

found via optimization. Actual wavefront data is used to generate targets in the merit 

function, and unknown parameters, including the part shape and location, are extracted. 

Several novel techniques were applied to successfully model the experimental system: a 
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Zernike phase surface was utilized to store the reference wavefront on the image plane; 

the stop in the design program was moved to the plane of the sensor to eliminate the 

effects of pupil distortion; and mUltiple data sets were ray traced simultaneously to 

overcome global optimization problems and potential ambiguity in the solution. The 

wavefront from a defocused sphere was successfully calibrated. 

Regrettably, the characterization requirements for calibrating aspheric measurements 

exceeded the capabilities of the experimental system, so simulations were conducted in 

Chapter 4. A model of an interferometer was developed, using tight but realistic 

fabrication, alignment, and characterization tolerances. This model was used to 

simulate experimental measurements of aspheres. The wavefronts written out by this 

model were read into the merit function of a calibration file, and reverse optimization 

was performed. Using this approach, f/3 and f/5 aspheric parts of various sizes and 

departures were successfully calibrated to less than IJ4 PV, including parts with 200A. 

and 300A. departure from the base reference sphere. Errors as large as 6A. PV were 

obtained using conventional ray tracing methods. Limited simulations were also 

conducted for a polynomial asphere and an f/l part. 

Suggestionsfor Future Work 

Verification of the calibration approach in another lens design program is important, 

given the bugs present in many software packages (including many identified through 

this calibration study). New features appear all the time, so other programs may soon 
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have the capabilities needed to repeat this work without substantial modification of the 

procedures. Use of ail other program may also provide capabilities not present in the 

current program, such as advanced global optimization algorithms. 

Considerable possibilities exist for further simulations. Before constructing a 

prototype instrument for experimental verification of the simulation results, a sensitivity 

analysis should be performed by exploring individual tolerances in the interferometer 

model. Loosening the tolerances would improve the economic feasibility of non-null 

measurements and calibration, in addition to the technological feasibility already 

demonstrated in this dissertation. Tightening the tolerances may allow the calibration 

error to be decreased to All 0 PV or beyond. 

Other simulations would include faster surfaces, convex surfaces, and general 

aspheres. Accurately modeling the fll interferometer would ensure that calibration 

errors do not become appreciable for high numerical apertures. Simulating a larger 

diameter interferometer would enable study of convex parts, along with the concave 

parts to which the current model is limited. Increasing the diameter of the collimated 

beam may require design and modeling of the collimating lens as well as the diverger 

and imaging components. As indicated in Chapter 4, additional data points may be 

needed when testing polynomial aspheres with large wavefront slopes near the edge of 

the pupil. 

Construction of a prototype system is the most important step toward a walk-up 

asphere interferometer. Experimental verification of the simulation results would 
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greatly enhance acceptance of the conclusions in this dissertation. Other issues that 

cannot easily be modeled, such as propagation of localized errors and remapping of 

these errors to the test part, may also be explored. 

Using alternative or additional sources of information may simplify the current 

measurement procedure or improve the accuracy. Translating the diverger and/or 

imaging lenses between measurement configurations, rather than moving the test 

surface, may be advantageous. Applying sag data or an equivalent measure of the radius 

of curvature for an asphere may eliminate the need to start the process with the test 

surface at the focus of the diverger lens. While a defocused sphere proved inadequate 

for fine-tuning the prescriptions of the individual interferometer lenses, it might provide 

a means to fine tune measurements of the lens spacings. To achieve greater accuracy, 

the uncertainty in the prescriptions of the diverger and imaging lenses might be reduced 

by measuring the performance of each lens and attaching to the lens a wavefront that 

contains the difference (Bruning 1995). 

Two important considerations in a non-null interferometer are vignetting and stray 

foci. Examining the design implications of vignetting may lead to improved 

interferometer designs and expanded aspheric measurement range. Improving the stray 

focus behavior would reduce the noise level of the instrument as well as enabling more 

accurate identification of the interferogram edges. 

The measurement range may be further enhanced by using a pseudo-null lens. Using 

partial compensation would reduce the slope of an extremely steep wavefront to within 
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the measurement range of the interferometer. A partial null lens is an auxiliary optical 

system, similar to a null lens (Ruda 1979). While a null lens is limited to testing a 

single asphere, a pseudo-null lens could be used to test a range of curvatures and 

asphericity. In a fashion analogous to the range of transmission spheres used with a 

typical null interferometer, a series of partial compensators could be constructed to 

cover any conceivable or desirable asphericity. 

SNI and non-null calibration may be applied to infrared interferometry (of polished 

surfaces). The large pixels used for infrared focal plane arrays would lend themselves 

well to application of a sparse-array mask. Using SNI with an infrared interferometer 

would permit measurement of huge departures and possibly eliminate any need for an 

infrared null lens. 

Finally, another area where non-null interferometry and calibration may be useful is 

in the alignment of partial systems. Interferometric measurements are commonly taken 

for ·completed systems, since these lend themselves to null configurations, and reverse 

optimization has been applied using aberration measurements to align systems. The 

downside to aligning an entire system is the number of potential parameters for an 

observed misalignment error. Aligning a partial system would reduce the uncertainty in 

which knob to turn. However, partial systems do not lend themselves to null 

measurements, unless null optics are constructed-an unlikely option. Non-null 

measurements of these partial systems, coupled with reverse optimization, could enable 
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systems to be aligned one piece at a time, providing an accurate and well-defined 

approach to system alignment. 
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